
AGENIDA

Supreme Court Advisory Conmittee Meeting

May 31, 1985

Date of Request Action taken,•

Request Sutmitted by if any Ccnments

3a 1/11/85 Judge Wallace Amended version adopted See also Rules 8, 10,

by Supreme Court 12/3/83. 10a, 10b, 27a, 27b,
No record of new request. 27c, 165a, 166f, 247',

247a, 250, 305a.

8 1/11/85 Judge Wallace Amended version adopted See also Rules 8, 10,
by Supreme Court 12/3/83. 10a, 10b, 27a, 27b,

No record of new request. 27c, 165a, 166f, 247,

' 247a, 250, 305a.

8 2/84 Ray Hardy Proposed Revision approved 10, 14b

by COAJ on 6/9/84

8 9/15/83 Ray Hardy None 10, 65, 165a, 127,

131 proposes New Rule

10 1/11/85 Judge Wallace Amended version adopted See also Rules 8, 10,

by Supreme Court 12/3/83. 10a, 10b, 27a, 27b,

No record of new request. 27c, 165a, 166f, 247,

247a, 250, 305a.

10 2/84 Ray Hardy Proposed Revision approved 10, 14b

by COAJ on 6/9/84

10 9/15/83 Ray Hardy None 10, 65, 165a, 127,

131 proposes New Rule

10a 1/11/85 Judge Wallace Amended version adopted See also Rules 8, 10,
by Supreme Court 12/3/83. 10a, 10b, 27a, 27b,
No record of new request. 27c, 165a, 166f, 247,

247a, 250, 305a.

10b 1/11/85 Judge Wallace Amended version adopted See also Rales 8, 10,

by Suprems Court 12/3/83. 10a, 10b, 27a, 27b,

No record of new request. 27c, 165a, 166f, 247,

247a, 250, 305a.
14b 2/84 Ray Hardy Proposed Revision approved 10,. 14b K^'`^

b 7y ^



, c 2/3/83 W.J.'Rronzer At 11/5[83 meeting,

Chainnan Green request.the

subcomnittee to study the--

rule for a later report.

At 2/25/84 meeting Gary-

Hopkins was to have a

report at the next meeting;

however, it was not on the

4/14/84 agenda prepared by

Greene

21c 6/26/84. Jordan,& Haggen -Approved-12/3/83 by S.C.

on 3/9/85 Agenda for

Report by Doak Bishop on

306 (2) ; Written report. on

306(2) also received from

Tcan Pollan dated 3/6/85.

27a 1/11/85 Judge Wallace Amended version adopted

by Supreme Court 12/3/83.

No record of new request.

27b 1/11/85 Judge Wallace Amended version adopted

by Supreme Court 12/3/83.

No record of new request.

456,457,458.

See also Rules 8, 10,

10a, 10b, 27a, 27b,

27c, 165a, 166f, 247,

247a, 250, 305a.

See also Rules 8, 10,

10a, 10b, 27a, 27b,

27c, 165a, 166f, 247,

247a, 250, 305a.

27c 1/11/85 Judge Wallace Amended version adopted See also Rules 8, 10,

by Supreme Court 12/3/83. 10a, 10b, 27a, 27b,

No record of new request. 27c, 165a, 166f, 247,

247a, 250, 305a.

47 8/31/82 W.J. Kronzer Referred to State Bar

Ccmmittee on Professional

Ethics

47 12/1/83 Hubert Green Referred to State Bar

Ccmnittee on Professional

Ethics

47 9/20/84 Robert Davis On 3/9/85 agenda for

report by Jim Weber

None

None

None



Date of Request Action taken,

Request . .

47 None None

9/15/83 Ray.Hardy. 10,.65, 165a,. 127,.
131 proposes New Rule

86 1/9/84 Judge Wallace None 87,88, 89

87 1/9/84 Judge Wallace None 87,88, 89

87(2)(b) 2/10/84 -Hubert Green Approved by COAJ at None

87 2/16/84 Bill Dorsaneo

6/9/84 meeting

Approved by COAJ at. None

87(2)(b) 8/29/83 Bob Martin

6/9/84 meeting

Approved by CQAJ at None

88 1/9/84 Judge Wallace

6/9/84 meeting

None 87,88, 89

89 1/9/84 Judge Wallace None 87,88, 89

103 8/6/84 Donald Baker On 3/9/85 Agenda for 106

106 3/10/83 Ellen Grimes None

27 /15/83 ay Hardy

6/4/83, returned to

docket and placed on

3/9/85 Agenda for Report

on frcgn Jeffrey Jones

None 0, 65, 165a, 27,

131 9/15/83 Ray Hardy None

131 proposes New Rule

10, 65, 165a, 127,

131 proposes New Rule



Date of Request Action taken,

Request Sukmitted by if any

161 1/25/84 Don L. Baker Amended version adopted

by S.C. by order 12/3/83,

on 3/9/85 Agenda for

161

165a

165a

200 .

201

204

204

None

Putnam/K.Reiter
rtains to attorney fees not 161pertains

1/11/85 Judge Wallace Amended version adopted See also Rules 8, 10,

by Supreme Court 12/3/83. 10a, 10b, 27a, 27b,

No record of new request. 27c, 165a, 166f, 247,

4 2 305

9/15/83 . Ray Hardy None

7a,2 50, a.

10, 65, 165a, 127,
.

131 proposes New Rule

8/21/84 Jeremy Wicker . Adopted by S.C. by Order
of 12/3/83. On 3/9/85

Agenda; Written Report

has been subnitted by Tan

Pollan dated 3/6/85.

.1/11/85 Judge Wallace Amended version adopted

by Supreme Court 12/3/83. 10a, 10b, 27a, 27b,

No record of new request. 27c, 165a, 166f, 247,

247a, 250, 305a.

3/7/84 Richard Kelsey Approved by S.C. by Order

of 12/3/83. On 3/9/85
Agenda for Appointment to

Subcaranittee.

1/25/84 Don L. Baker Approved S.C. by Order of None

12/3/83. On 3/9/85
Agenda for Appointment
to Subcomnittee.

1/9/84 Harris Morgan Approved by S.C. by Order None

of 12/3/83. On 3/9/85
Agenda for Report by

Collins and Haworth.

6/20/84 David Hyde Approved by S.C. by Order None

of 12/3/83. On 3/9/85

Agenda for Report by

Collins and Haworth.



Date of

Request

Action taken,

if any

204(4) * 3/6/84 ' Judge Barrow . Approved by S.C. by Order ' 206(3),207(2),

of. 12/3/83. On 3/9/85 208(a)

204(4) 2/21/85 L. Soules

Agenda for Reportby

Collins and Haworth..

Approved by S.C. by Order None

of 12/3/83. On 3/9/85

206(3) 3/6/84. Judge Barrow

Agenda for Report by

Collins and Haworth.

Approved by S.C. by Order.

of 12/3/83. On 3/9/85

207(2) 3/6/84 Judge Barrow

Agenda for Report by

Collins. and Haworth.

Approved by S.C. by Order 206(3),207(2),

of 12/3/83. On 3/9/85

208(a). 3/6/84 Judge Barrow

Agenda for Report by

Collins and Haworth.

Approved by S.C. by Order

of 12/3/83. On 3/9/85

216 9/22/83 Bradford more

Agenda for Report by

Collins and Hawerth.

Was on 11/5/83 Agenda for

247 1/11/85 Judge Wallace

suggested action by COAJ.

No further record.

Amended version adopted See also Rules 8, 10,

by Supreme Court 12/3/83. 10a, 10b, 27a, 27b,

No record of new request. 27c, 165a, 166f, 247,

247a, 250, 305a.

247a 1/11/85 Judge Wallace Amended version adopted See also Rules 8, 10,

by Supreme Court 12/3/83. 10a, 10b, 27a, 27b,

No record of new request. 27c, 165a, 166f, 247,

247a, 250, 305a.

250 1/11/85 Judge Wallace Amended version adopted See also Rules 8, 10,

by Supreme Court 12/3/83. 10a, 10b, 27a, 27b,

No record of new request. 27c, 165a, 166f, 247,

247a, 250, 305a.



_

Date of

st

Request

Sukmitted by

264

265(a) 6/14/83 Judge Onion

272 12/13/83 Judge Wallace

296 6/14/83 D. Bickel

296 8/6/84 Jeremy Wicker

297 12/13/83 Judge Wallace

305a 1/11/85 Judge Wallace

306(a)(1) 8/21/84 Jeremy Wicker

Action taken,

if any

Proposed change presented

by Richard.Clarkson was

approved^at the 6/9/84'

meeting

On 3/9/85 Agenda for Report None

by Judge Curtiss Brown

On 3/9/85 Agenda for

Appointment to Sub-

conmittee

Appoved by S.C. 12/3/83

On 3/9/85 Agenda by

Doak Bishop.

Appoved by S.C. 12/3/83

On 3/9/85 Agenda by

Doak Bishop.

On 3/9/85 Agenda for

Appointment to Sub-

coAanittee

297,373,749

None

306(c)

297,373,749

Amended version adopted See also Rules 8, 10,

by Supreme Court 12/3/83. 10a, 10b, 27a, 27b,
No record of new request. 27c, 165a, 166f, 247,

247a, 250, 305a.

Adopted by S.C. by Order 306(a)(1)

of 12/3/83. On 3/9/85

Agenda; Written Report

has been subnitted by Tan

Pollan dated 3/6/85.

Approved 12/3/83 by S.C. 456,457,458
on 3/9/85 Agenda for

Report by Doak Bishop on

306 (a) ; Written report

on 306(2) also received

from Tan Pollan dated

3/6/85.



Date of

Request

Action taken,

if any

r 306(c) 8/6/84 Jeremy Wicker Appoved by S.C. 12/3/83 306(c)

3/7/84 Richard Kelsey

..On 3/9/85.Agenda by .

'Doak Bishop.

Approved by S.C. by Order 324(b)
of 12/3/83. On 3/9/85

329 3/9/84 . Charles

Agenda for Appointment to

Subccffinittee.

Approved 12/3/83 by S.C. None

54 /6/84

Childress

Jim Milam

On March 9, 1985 Agenda

for Appointment.to

Subccsmmi.ttee.

Approved COAJ 4/14/84 54, 380

355 4/6/84 Jim Milam Approved COAJ 4/14/84 354, 380

364(a) 5/2/84 Guy Hopkins Approved COAJ 6/9/84 None

4^'r 373 12/13/83 Judge Wallace On 3/9/85 Agenda for 297,373,749

380 4/6/84 Jim Milain

Appointment to Sub-

committee

Approved COAJ 4/14/84 354, 380

438 7/17/84 Michael Remme On 3/9/85 Agenda for None

452 3/23/84 John Feather None
deteanined that Sub-

committee would continue

its work; No further

record.



Date of Request -Action taken,

Request Suhnitted by if any Cotune.nts

456 6/26/84 Jordan & Haggen Approved 12/3/83 by S.C. 456,457,458

on 3/9/85 Agenda for

Report by"Doak Bishop on

. 306(a); Written report

on-306(2) also received

frc$n Tom Pollan dated

3/6/85.

457 6/26/84 Jordan & Haggen Approved 12/3/83 by S.C. 456,457,458
on 3/9/85 Agenda for

Report by Doak Bishop on

306 (a) ; Written report

on 306(2) also"received

fi-^n Tcm Pollan dated

3/6/85.

458 6/26/84 Jordan & Haggen Approved 12/3/83 by S.C. 456,457,458
on 3/9/85 Agenda for

Report by Doak Bishop on

306 (a) ; Written report

on 306(2) also received

from Tcm Pollan dated

3/6/85.

621A 6/29/84 John Pace 3/9/85 Agenda for Appoint- 627

627 6/29/84 John Pace

ment to Subccsmmittee.

3/9/85 Agenda for Appoint- 627

680 7/6/83 W. C. Martin

ment to Subccanittee.

On 3/9/85 Agenda for None

680 7/27/83

Appointment to Sub-

Comnittee.

On 3/9/85 Agenda for None

680 1/27/84

Appointment to Sub-

Ccmnittee.

On 3/9/85 Agenda for None

680 2/10/84 Kenneth Fuller

Appointment to Sub-

CcgrIInittee.

On 3/9/85 Agenda for 683
Appointment to Sub-

Conanittee. -



Date of Request Action taken,

Request'' Su}znitted by -if. any.

683 2/10/84 Kenneth Fuller Approved by S.C.

`J .. 12/3/83. 3/9/85 Agenda

for Appointment to

735-755 1/16/85 Jefferson Erving S.C. AC. only proposed

and Robert Ray changes to Rules 7.41-

746. Changes in Rules

741-746 approved by S.C.

12/3/83. No record of

new Request.

680

749 12/13/83 Judge Wallace On 3/9/85 agenda for 297,373,749
0
appointment to sub-

792 8/25/83 John Williamson At 6/4/83 meeting this

was deferred to new

cciinittee on CC1AJ.

6/2/83 John Williamson At 11/5/83 meeting Frank

Jones moved further

considerations be given

to the rules, including

1/27/83 Carl Hoppess Rules 791 and 798. At

the 2/25/84 meeting, it

was referred to the Section

on Real Estate, Probate and

Trust Law before final

approval. -No, further

action at this time.



Supreme Court Advisory Ccummittee Meeting

May 31, 1985

Date of

Request

Request Action taken,

Submitted by if any

10 4/17/85 Reese Harrison None 165a, 306a

106 2/27/85 Jeffrey Jones None See 107

204 4/9/85 Charles Haworth None See 216

296 4/8/85 R. Doak Bishope None See 306a, 306c

Rules of 5/8/85 Newell Blakely None

Evidence

Canon 3c 5/28/85 Luke Soules and None

Justice Kilgarin

FRAP 10 4/23/85 Frank Baker None 11

*These rules are located in the back.



January 11, 1985

Mr. Luther H. Soules, III, Chairman

Supreme Court Advisory Committee

Soules & Cliffe

1235 Milam Building

an Antonio, TX 78205

Re: Rules 3a, 8, 10, 10a, 10b, 27a, 27b, 27c,

165a, 166f, 247, 247a, 250, 305a.

Dear Luke:

I am enclosing herewith copies of amendments to the Rules of

Civil Procedure as recommended by the Committee on Local Rules of

the Council of Administrative Judges. I am also enclosing a copy

of that Committee's report to Judge Pope which sets out the

reasons for the proposed changes,.

If you would like a copy to go to each member of the Advisory

Committee at this time, please call Flo in my office (512/475-4615)

and we will take care of it.

JPW:fw

Enclosures

Sincerely,

Ja s P. Wallace



Littl'e vacuum. ex•ists• is= case processin•g; necess•ity; invent- iveness and

the skill of the martinette will rush in to plug gaps in any system of

rules, wherever adopted.

Re: Report of Committee on Local Rules

Your committeewas furnished copies of all Local Rules filed by

District and County Courts with the Supreme court by April 1, 1984. Our

work was divided, with Judges Ovard and Thurmond reviewing Criminal case

processing and Judges HcfCim and Stovall civil case processing. Our

approach. was, to . group- Local,-Rules by. function, so each could be compared

for likenesses and differences. Host Local rules addressed these

,

1. Oivision of work load in overlapping districts.

2. Schedules for sitting in multi-county districts.

3.

a.

S..

6.

Jeck Pope', Chief Justice, Supreme Cour.t of fexas

preferential.

.
Procedures for setting cases: Jury, non-jury, ancillary and dilatory,

Announcements, assignments, pass by agreements, and continuances.

Pre-trial methods and procedures.

Oismissal for Want of Prosecution.

7. Notices - lead counsel.

8.. kithdrawal/Substitution

9. Attorney vacations..

of Counsel..

10. Engaged counsel conflicts.

11. Courtroom decorum.-- housekeeping.

12. Exhortatory suggestions about good-

The Committee foundthree broad groups_of Local Rulesand offerthe

following comments: -_ ^ -_ - _ ~_ - - -

G-iue One! Cenera! Adnin_;trat?v' Ruies

Most courts have general administrative rules, particularly those who

serve more than one county, setting 'out. terms of court in each county,

types of.setting calendars and information about who to call for settings,

what kind of notice is.to be given others in the case and general

housekeeping provisions, subject to.change, depending on circumstances.

Comment: The Committee notes that terms of court are governed by

statute, usually when the court was created or in a reconstituting statute,

making most, if not all, continuous term courts. This language is probably

not needed in a Local Rule. Calendars setting out the "who, when, what and

where" are useful and must be flexible, to fit court needs, such as

illness, vacations and the unexpected long case or docket collaps°e. our

recommendation: place this information in a "broadside", post it in all

courthouses in the. District and instruct the clerk to send a copy to all

out-of-district attorneys and pro se who file papers, when the first

appearance is made. The local Bar can be copied when the scnedule is first

made and notified of any changes. We note that many multi-county Judicial



Oistrscts serve overlapping counties and the division of work loao is.

governed by statute or agreement of the affected Judges. All the above

of getting a settinq onmotions;-.pre-trial and trial matters.

LOCAL RULES: NOTICE.fO COUNSEL AND PUBLIC

Local Schedules and Assignments of Court shall be mailed by each District

or County C-ler.k upo.n rereipt.the f.irst. p.l:eadi.ng or.instr.ument. filed- by • an..-

attorney or pro se party not fesiding within the county. fhe clerk shall not

be required to provide more than one copy of the rules during a given year to

each attorney or litigant who resides outside of the county in which the case

is filed. It shall be the. attorney and litigant's responsibility to keep

informed of amendments to local rules, which shall be provided by the clerk on

request for out of county residents. Local Rules and Amendments. thereto shall

be printed and available in the clerks office at no cost, and shall be posted

in the Courthouse at all times.

Grouo Two: State Rules of.Procedure

^ .:. .: .: . . . ' _` . . • ,. ,

Many of Local Rules address functions which could best be served by a

statewide uniform rule. These are sugges'ted, as examples.

36th,•156th



(a) Each Courtof Appeals, each administrative judicial district,.each

1istrict court, and each county ' court may,.from time to time,make and amend

rules governing its practice not inconsistent with these rules. Copies of rules

and. amendments so made shall before their promulgation be furnished to the

Supreme Court of Texas for approval.

(b) If a judge of a single judicial district desires to adopt a local

rule of procedure governing hisjudicial district, he shall request approval of

such rule by filing with the Presiding Judge of the Administrative Judicial

District the rule and the reason for its adoption. In a county or counties

having two judicial districts, both judges must approve the p^,oposed rule

before submitting' it to the Presiding Judge. In counties'of three or more

accordance with Section 3(b), Article 200b, V.T.C.S. All requests for approval

of new rules of procedure or amendments thereto shall be filed with the

Presiding Judge of the Administrative 'Judicial District on or before December

31st of each year. The Presiding Judge shall provide written support or oppo-

sition to the proposed rule, which shall accompany the proposed rule and which

shall be filed by the Presiding Judge with the Supreme Court not later than

January 31st of the succeeding year. The Supreme Court shall have final

authority to approve- or disapprove the adoption of all local rules of-procedure

as provided by Section (a) of this Rule and Section 3(b), Article 200b,

V.T.C.S.

a

CA:RULE1(69th)



Each oarty shall, on the occasion of its first appearance through coun-

= lel, designate in writing the...."attorney in charge" for such party. Thereafter,

until such designation is changed by written notice to the court and written

notice to all other parties in accordance with Rules 21a and 21b, said attor-

ney in cha^ge shalT be re'sponsible for the' suit . as..to such party and shall

attend or send a fully authorized representative to all hearings, conferences,

and the trial.

All communications from the court or other counsel with respect to a

suit will be sent to the attorney in charge.

CA:RULE2(69th)

. . r



Withdrawal of an attorney • in charge may be•effected (a) 'unon motiort

showing good cause:and under suchconditions imposed by the Presidi.ng.Judge; or,

{ 'b uoon presentation by such attorney in charge of a notice of substitution
^ •.

desianating the name, address, telephone number, and State Bar Number of the

substitute attorney, with the signature of the attorney to be substituted, the

approval of the client, the client's current address and telephone number, and

an avernent that such substitutfon will not delay any setting currently in

effect.

CA:RULE3(69th)

^S



Each attorney practicing in the district and county courts who desires

'o assure himself of a vacation period not to exceed:four weeks in June, July,

and August, may- do so automatically by designating.the four weeks,:in writing,

addressed and mailed or delivered to the District or County Clerk, or any

officer designated aS the Oocket Clerk in' his'own, -county;- with a copy thereof to

the District Clerk or Docket Clerk of any other county in which he has cases

pending trial, before the 15th of May of each year. The vacation period so

designated shall be honored by all judges so notified.

This provision shall not apply to vacations for attorneys engaged in a

criminal case. Nothing herein provided shall prevent the various judges from

.recognizi'ng vacations of attorneys as*a discretionary matter.

CA:RULE4(69th)

.



Rule 10b .(new)... Conflict in Trial Settings

1. . Attorney Already -in Trial Assigned to 'Trial in Another Court:

he clerk will determine the designation ofthe court, the -county where it is

.locatEd, and the time the -attorney went to trial. If. the judge or oppasing

attorney_desires the:information to be verified, the court will ascertain if the

attorney is actually in trial and the probable time of release. The case may

then be put on "hold", or another date may be set for trial.

If the attorney is not actually in trial, the case will be assigned to

trial as scheduled, and the court shall inform all parties.

If the attorney's office cannot provide the clerk with an attorney's

location, the case. will

office so advised, with

nevertheless be scheduled for.trial as planned, and his

the warning that the case will be tried without further

2. Attorney Assigned to Two Courts Simultaneously: Whenever an

attorney has two or more cases on trial dockets and is set for trial at the same

time, it shall be the duty of the attorney to bring the matter to the attention

of the judges concerned immediately upon learning of the conflicting settings.

3. General Priority of Cases Set for Trial -- Determination: Insofar

as practicable, judges should attempt to agree on which case has priority,

otherwise, the following priorities shall be observed by the judges of respec-

tive courts:

preference by statute or otherwise;

(2) preferentially set cases have priority over those not given
, ..

criminal cases have priority over civil cases and jail cases

over bond cases;

the oldest case, on the basis of filing date, has priority;

(4) courts in metropolitan counties should yield to courts in

rural counties in all other instances of conflicting trial

settings.

4. Comity Between Federal and State Courts: The judges of local State

Courts should enter into agreements with the Chief Judge of Federal Judicial

Districts having jurisdiction in the same counties to establish the priorities

for trial in the event of setting conflicts between the Federal and State

Courts.



`^ ^^.jC'"Cg"l•

Rule. 27a (new). Filing of Cases; Random Assignment -

Except-as provided in this rule, all'cases filed' in counties having two

y the judges of those courts. Each. ga rn i sh ment action shall be assigned to the

*court irr whichthe,principal:suit. is pending, and should transfer occur,. both

cases. shall be transferred. Every, suit in the nature of a bill of review or

other action seeking to attach, avoid or set aside a judgment or other court

order shall be assigned to the court which rendered such decree. Every motion

for consolidation or joint hearing under Rule 174(a) shall be heard in the court

in which the first case filed is pending. Upon motion granted, the cases being

consolidated shall be transferred to the granting court.



so related to another case pending in or

dismissed'by another court:-tha.t a transfer of'the-case to such other cour•t-would

'acilitate orderly and'efficient disposition of- the litigation, the Judge of the

court. inwhich- either case:. is or was pending may, upon motion.:and notice

(including his own motionl :transfer the.case to the court in which the,earlier.

case was filed. Such cases may include but are not limited to:

1. Any case arising out of the same transaction or occurrence as did

an earlier case, particularly if the earlier case was dismissed for want of pro-

secution or voluntarily dismissed by plaintiff at any time before final

judgment; _

2. Any case involving one or more..of the same parties in an earlier

case and requiring a determination of any of the same questions of fact or law

-as. thosir iftvalved in the earlier case;

3. - Any case involving a plea that a judgment in. the earlier case is

conclusive of any of the issues of the later case by way of res judicata or

estoppel by judgment, or any pleading that requires a construction of the

earlier judgment or a determination of its effect;

4. Any suit for a declaration concerning the alleged duty of an

insurer to provide a defense for a par:y to another suit; or

5. Any suit concerning which the duty of an insurer to defend was

involved in another suit.

CA:RULE10(69th)



Except in emergencies when the clerk's office is closed, no application

for immediate or-temporary relief shal} be presented to a•judge until a.case -has-

)een filed and assigned..to.a court according to these rules. If the judge• of

the court to which a case. is' assigned .is absent, cannot. be. contacted or is:

occupied, emer4ency application may be.madeto either a.judge appointed to hear.

such matters, or in his absence, any judge of the same jurisdiction, who may sit

for the judge of the court in which the case is pending, and who shall make all

orders, writs, and process returnable to the court in which the case is pending.

Any case not initially filed with the clerk before temporary hearing shall be

filed, docketed and assigned to a court under normal filing procedures at the

earliest practicable time. All writs and process shall be returnable to that

court.

CA:RULEI1(69th)



Rule 165a. Dismissal for Want of Prosecution

1. Dismissal. A case may be dismissed for want of prosecution on

failure of any party seek-irig_:affirmative relief or-his attorney 'to appear for

.,ny hearing or trial of which the party or attorney had notice, or on failure of

the party or his attorney to request a hearing or take other action specified by

.the court wi•thin fi•fteen•days after the,mailing of notice .of tfie court.'s inten-

tion to dismiss the case for want of prosecution. Notice of the court's inten-

tion to dismiss shall be sent by the clerk to each attorney of record, and to

each party not represented by an attorney and whose address is shown on the

docket or in the papers on file, by posting same in the United States Postal

Service. Notice of the signing of the order of dismissal shall be given as pro-

vided in. Rule 306a.- Failure to mail notices as.required by 'this rule•shall not

affect any of the periods mentioned. in^ Rule 306a except as provided in that

rule.

. . . . . . , •

2. Reinstatement. A motion to reinstate shall set forth the grounds

therefor and be verified by the movant or his attorney. It shall be filed with

the clerk within 30 days after the order of dismissal is signed or within the

period provided by Rule 306a. A copy of the motion to reinstate shall be served

on each attorney of record and each party not represented by an attorney whose

address is shown on the docket or in the papers on file. The clerk shall

deliver a copy of the motion to the judge, who shall set a hearing on the motion

as soon as practicable. The court shall notify all parties or their attorn eys

of record of the date, time and place of the hearing.

The court shall reinstate the case upon finding after a hearing that

the failure of the party or his attorney was not intentional or the result of

conscious indifference but was due to an accident or mistake or that the failure

has been otherwise reasonably explained.

In the event for any reason a motion for reinstatement is not decided

by signed written order within seventy-five days after the judgment is signed,

or, within such other time as may be allowed by Rule 306a, the motion shall be

deemed overruled by operation of law. If a motion to reinstate is timely filed

by any party, the trial court, regardless of whether an appeal has been per-

fected, has plenary power to reinstate the case until 30 days after all such

timely filed motions are overruled, eitherby a written and signed order or

by operation of law, whichever occurs first.



available to the. parties in. such cases. *•The'-same reinstatement.procedure.•and

metable is applicable to all dismissals for want of prosecution including

cases which are dismissed pursuant to the court's inherent'power, whether or not.

a motion to dismiss has been filed.

4. Cases on File for Two or More Years. Except as provided in this

rule, each civil case on file for two or more years which does not meet one of

the exceptions herein provided, shall be dismissed for want of prosecution by

the court unless set for hearing on written motion to retain submitted by coun-

sel or set by the court within thirty days of receipt of notice of intent to

dismiss which'shall•be sent by the court to all attorneys in charge•and pro se

litigants. Dismissal for want of prosecution shall occur at least once a year

'. ' on:the first Monday^of.Apri•1; and may occur'at.any time iri accvrdance with sec-

tion 1. of this rule. .

Uoon receipt of a motion to retain, the court shall notify the parties

of the hearing date. At the hearing; if the parties request trial, the court

shall either set the case for final pretrial conference to insure prompt comple-

tion of discovery, or, if the court finds the case is ready for trial, shall set

the case for trial not less than 30 day; from the date of hearing on retention.

Cases shall be exemot from dismissal for want of prosecution if at the time of

eligibility their status is one or more of the following:

(1) set for trial; . .

(2) one or more of the parties announces ready for trial subsequent to

the issuance of the notice of intent to dismiss;

(3) under Bankruptcy Stay Order;

(4) having legal or other impediments which the court shall'determine

as justifiable grounds for retaining the case from dismissal.

Judicial districts previously by local rule having eligibility for dismissal

for want of prosecution set at less than two years may retain their dismissal

age criteria at less than two years; jurisdictions previously having eligibi-

lity for dismissal for want of prosecution set at over two years from the date

of filing shall set dismissal for want of prosecution at three years maximum

from the date of filing.

CA:RULE5-6(69th)



Rule 166f (new).. Oral Hearings;-Rulings of Submissions

The judge of the court in which.a case is pending will.hear all matters

^egarding cases either. by submission without oral . hearing or by oral hearing

where such is requested in writing.

1. Form of the Motion. Motions shall be in writing, shall state the

grounds therefor,and.may'include or be accompanied by'authority for the motion.

Motions shall set a date of submission, and shall be accompanied by a proposed

order granting the relief sought. The proposed order shall be a separate

instrument.

2. Service. Motions and responses shall be served in accordance with

Rule 21 on all attorney.s in charge and shall contain a certificate of service.

3. Submission Date. Motions:shall bear 'a submission date at least ten

(10) days from the date of filing. The.motion wil.l be submitted to the courton

the specified day or as soon after as is practical.'

Fr ^^

4. Response. Responses by opposing parties shall be in writing, shall

advise the court whether the motion is opposed or unopposed and may be accom-

panied by authority for opposition. Failure to file a response shall be a

representation of no opposition.

5. Supporting Material. If the motion or response to motion requires

consideration of facts not appearing of record, proof will be by affidavit or

other documentary evidence which shall be filed with the motion or response.

6. Oral Argument. The motion or response shall include a request for

hearing for oral argument if either party views argument as necessary, which the

court shall grant in the form of an oral hearing or by telephone conference.

The court may order oral argument.

7. Attorneys attending. Counsel attending a hearing shall be the

attorney who expects to try the case, or who shall be fully authorized to state

his party's position on the law and facts, make stipulations, and enter into any

proceeding_ in behalf of the party. If the court finds counsel unqualified, the

court may take any actions specified in this rule.

8. Failure to Appear. Where hearing is set and counsel fails to

appear, the court may rule on motions and exceptions timely submitted, shorten

or extend time periods, request or permit additional authorities or supporting

material, award the prevailing party its costs, attorneys fees, or make other

orders as justice requires.

CA:RULE12(69th)



Rule 247. Tried When Set

poned

placed

order.

except

Every, suit shall be.tried when it is called, unless continued or post-

to a future day, unless continued under'the provisions of Rule 247a, or

at the end of the docket to be called again for trial in its regular

No cause which has been set upon the trial docket for the date set

by agreement of'the parties or for good cause upon motion and notice to

the opposing party.

CA:RULE15(69th)



Motions for continuance or agreements to pass cases.set-for trial shall-

i made i*n writing, and shall-be filed not less than 10 days before trial date

or 10 days before the Monday of. the week set for trial, if-no specific trial date

has been set. Provided however, that agreed motions for continuance may be

announced at first docket call in courts utilizing docket-call court setting

methods. Emergencies requiring delay of trial arising within 10 days of trial

or of the hbnday preceding the week of trial shall be submitted to the court in

writing at the earliest practicable time. Agreements to pass shall set forth

specific legal, procedural or other grounds which require that trial be delayed.

The court shall have full discretion in granting or denying delay in the trial

of a case. Upon motion or agreement granted, the court shall reset the date for

CA:RULE16(69th)

H:



Ru1:e•250 (new). Cases Set.for Trial.; Announcement of Ready

Cases set fortrial•on the merits shall he. considered-ready for trial,

and there shall be no need for counsel to declare ready the week, month, or term

prior to trial date after initial announcementof ready. has occurred. Cases not

tried as scheduled due to court delay shall be considered ready for trial at all

times• unless informed otherwise by motion, and"such cases shall be carried over

to the succeeding term for trial, assignment until trial occurs or the case is

otherwise disposed. In all instances it shall be the attorney's or pro se

..party's responsibility to know the status of a case set.for trial.

CA:RULE14(69th)

,



Rule 305a (new). Final Preparation of Rulings, Orders and.Judgments

Rulings, orders and judgments requiring the signature of the judge must

be prepared by the prevailing party and submitted to all other counsel for

"approval as to form", then transmitted to the court for signature. If the

counsel for the prevailing party does not receive an "approved as to form"

i nstrument aft"er' 10.-days' (or 3'days . irr temporary. injvnction matters) after sub-

mission to such other counsel, prevailing counsel may forward a duplicate origi-

nal of such instrument to the court with a request that the court sign same

without the "approval as to form" of the non-p'revailingcounsel and an affidavit

verifying that the instrument has been submitted to the non-prevailing counsel

as required by this rule and that no response has been received.

Non-prevailing counsel may oppose the instrument proffered to the court

by requesting.the court to set such matter for hearing thereon, provided• that

such request for setting of hearing must be made prior to the lapse of the said

10 (or 3) day period. It will be the further responsibility of the non-

prevailing party to advise the court of the intention to appeal any such ruling,

order or judgment.

CA:RULE13(69th)

I,
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Craig Lewis and Frank Jones

(re: proposals from Dist. Clerk, Ray Hardy)

Proposed Rule: Parties Responsible

for Accounting of Own Costs

Each party to a suit shall be responsible.for

accurately recording all costs and fees incurred during the

course of a lawsuit, and such record shall be presented

to the Court at the time the Judgment'is submitted to the

Court for entry, if the Judgment. is to provide for the

taxing of such costs. If the Judgment provides that costs

are to be borne by the party by whom such costs were incurred,

it shall not be necessary for any of the parties to present

a record of court costs to the Court in connection with

the entry of a Judgment.

A.judge of any court may include in any order or

judgment all taxable•costs including the following:

(1) Fees of the clerk and'service fees

due the county;

(2) Fees of the court reporter for the

original of stenographic transcripts

necessarily obtained for use.in the

suit;

(3) Compensation for.experts, masters,

interpreters, and guardians ad litem

appointed pursuant to these.rules

and state statutes;

(4) Such other costs and fees as may be

permitted by these rules and state

statutes.

Proposed-Rule: Documents Not To Be Filed

Depositions, interrogatories, answers to interro-

gatories, requests for production or inspection, responses

to those requests, and other pre-trial discovery materials

propounded and answered in accordance with these rules shall

not be filed with the Clerk. When any such documents are

needed in connection with a pre-trial procedure, those por-

tions which are relevant shall be submitted to the Court as

an exhibit to a motion or answer thereto. Any of such

material needed at a trial or hearing shall be introduced in

Open Court as provided by these rules and the Rules of

Evidence.



Proposed Rule 8,:. Attorney in Charge

Each party shall, on the occasion of its first..

appearance through.counsel,: designate in writing the "attorney

in charge".for such party. Thereafter, until such'designa^•

tion, is changed by written notice to the Court and written

notice to all other parties in accordance with Rules 21a and

21b, said attorney in charge shall be responsible for the suit

as to such party and shall.attend or send a fully authorized"

representative to all hearings, conferences, and the trial..

All communications from the court or other counsel.

with respect to a suitwill be sent to the attorney in charge.

•
• . .. ... ... . . .: '• ,..:.

Withdrawal of counsel in charge may be Effected

(a) upon motion showing good cause and under such conditions

imposed by.the Presiding Judge; or (b) upon presentation by

such attorney in'charge of -a notice.of substitution designating

the name, address and telephone number of the substitute

attorney, with the signature of the attorney to be substituted,

the approval of the client, and an averment that such substi-

tution will not delay.any setting currently in effect.

Proposed Rule 14(b): Return_or Other

. Disposition of Exhibits

(1) Exhibits offered or admitted into evidence

which are of unmanageable size (such as charts, diagrams

and posters) will be withdrawn immediately upon completion

of the trial and reduced reproductions substituted therefor.

Model exhibits (such as machine parts) will be withdrawn upon

completion of trial, unless otherwise ordered by the Judge.

(2) Exhibits offered or admitted into evidence

will be removed by the offering party within thirty (3) days

after final disposition of the cause by the court without notice

if no appeal is taken. When an appeal is taken, exhibits

returned by the Court of Appeals will be removed by the offer-

ing party within ten (10) days after telephonic notice by

the clerk. Exhibits not so removed will be disposed of by

the clerk in any convenient manner and any expense incurred

taxed against the offering party without notice.

(3) Exhibits w3iich are determined by the Judge

to be of a sensitive nature, so as to make it improper for

them to be withdrawn, shall be retained in the custody of

the clerk pending disposition on order of the Judge.
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February 3, 1983

Honorable Jack Pope

Chief Justice

Supreme Court of Texas

Capitol Station

Austin, Texas 78701

Mr. George W. McCleskey

Cha i rn^^an

Advisorv Committee

^'exas Rules of Civil Procedure

McCleskey, Harriger, Brazill & Graff

P. 0. Box6170

Lubbock, Texas 79413

Mr.. Jack Eisenberg

c/o Messrs. Byrd, Davis & Eisenberg
P. 0. Box 4917

-Austin, Texas 78765

t

(

Dear Judge Pope, George and Jack:

The recent holding of the Dallas Court in number 05-
82-00992-CV, Herritage Housing Ccrroration v. Harriett A.

Ferguson, construing Rule 14c, s_-ms to me to light up a

In the case mentioned the sallas Court held that a

"lrtter of credit" would not pass muster as a "negotiable

oblication" under Rule 14c, which thus in turn could be

used to supersede a judgment under Rule 364.

Z have no creat quarrel with the bottom line holding

inscrar as it interprets Rule 14c, but I do with the current

r.2strictive interpretations of our supersedeas rules and

prin^ip;es as contrasted with the corresoondinc Federal

r:^^^• '•SOre speclFicall}', Fede rai Yule 62 permit s the



It is true that in most instances the.Federal courts

have-recuired cash bonds, orthe equivalent thereof,.:but

where there are' serioiYs appellate cTuestions ,:and- it can 'be

made to appear that the judgment plaintiff or creditor will

not suffer a loss of actual rights and remedies by fashioning

a remedy less than requiring of full cash or security, the

Federal courts have not been unwilling to do so.

It is also true that the prevailing party insists upon

his "full pound of flesh" to prevent the appeal, particularly

if the judgment rests on shaky grounds but it'has always

seemed to me the right to levy and execute upon the trial

court judg:nent which remaa.ns.-unsuperseded can in*.•some;

ins:ta:nees he 00 frar'sh an^'req.uires-action arid relief by

the judgment-debtor that may be irreversible regardless of

the success of the appeal.

.In any event., I. do suggest that both. Com;nittees give

consideration to adopting a practice similar to the Federal

rule which does permit some protection against the battering

ram use of power to execute pending appeal.

Yours very truly,



I don't i.nderstand the scope of the term"surety bonds";

are supersedeas bonds included?
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Chief Justice Jack Pope

The Supreme Court of Texas

P. 0. Box 12248

Capital Station

Austin, Texas 78711

Dear Mr. Chief Justice:

DEBRA G JAMES

CNARLES A OAUGHTRY

1. NELSON HEGGEN

This letter is meant to call your attention to a problem that

has become apparent with current practice under the Texas Rules of

Civil Procedure, specifically Rules 456 and 457. This problem

does not involve a case currently pending before any court. As

you are awar.e, these rules require several notices of judgment to

go to the attorneys involved in a case at the Court of Appeals.

Rule 457 requires immediate notice of the disposition of the case.

Rule 456 additionally requires a copy of the opinion to be sent

out within three (3) days after rend--tion of the decision, in

addition to a copy of the judgment to be mailed to the attorneys

within ten (10) days after rendition of the decision. As you can

see, the Rules contemplate three (3) separate notices to be mailed

out by first class letter, which should, in this most perfect of

all possible worlds, result in at :east one of them getting

through to an attorney to give him not'_ce of the Court of Appeal's

decision. ;

The problem arises when, as has been done, the office of the
Clerk of a Court of Appeals decides ts mail a copy of the judgment

and the opinion together in one envelope to, in their minds at

least, satisfy the combined requirerents of Rules 456 and 457.

With this as a regular practice, it takes very little in the way

of a slip-up by a clerk or the post sffice to result in no notice

at all being sent to an unsuccessful _arty.

The combination of Rules 21c ar^3 458 as interpreted by the

Supreme Court make jurisdictional the requirement that any Motion

for Extension of Time to File a M,:=ion for Rehearing be filed

within thirty (30) days of the rer_:-tion of judgment. It can

happen, and has happened, that becau__ of failure of the Clerk of

the Court to mail notice of the renzHition of judgment the party

can be foreclosed from pursuing App::cation for Writ of Error to

the Texas Supreme Court.

.
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While strict adherence to the requirements of the Rules for

three (3) separate notices would go far to eliminate the problem,

there are no adequate sanctions or protections for the parties

when the clerks fail to provide the proper notices. One possible

solution that may create some additional burden upon the staff of

the Clerk of the Courts of Appeals, but would go far to protect

the appellate attorney from clerical missteps, would be to amend

the Rules to require at least one of the notices to be sent

registered mail, return receipt requested. The second step could

take one of two forms. One method would be to require proof of

delivery of the notice by registered mail before the time limits

for the Motion for Rehearing would be used to foreclose a party

from further pursuant of their appeal. A second alternative would

require the clerk of the court to follow up by telephone call if

the green card is not returned within, say, fifteen (15) days. An

amendment to the rules along these lines would help to push

towards the goal expressed by the Supreme Court in B.D. Click Co.

v. Safari Drillinq Corp., 638 S.W.2d 8680 (Tex. 1982) , when it

said that the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure had been amended "to

eliminate, insofar as practical, the.jurisdictional requirements

which have sometimes resulted in disposition of appeals on grounds

unrelated to the merits of the appeal."

A second, more unwieldy alternative would be to make it

explicit that Rule 306a(4) also applies to-judgments by the Courts

of Appeals. This would allow an attorney to prove lack of notice

of the judgment of the Court of Appeals to prevent being
foreclosed from filing a motion for rehearing and subsequent

appeal to the Supreme Court.

Because of the problem outlined in this letter, we have now

made it a practice, as a part of our appellate work, to call the

clerk's office every week, after oral argument, to see if a

decision has been rendered. If this becomes standard practice by

all attorneys, ' .it will add significantly to the work load of our

already overburdened clerks.

We certainly appreciate your consideration of these

,suggestions made above.

Yours very truly,

:tt
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August 31, 1982

^ ^

Honorable Jack Pope

Associate Justice

SLDreme Court of Texas

Capitol Station

Austin, Texas 78711

Dear Judge Pope:

I have taken a hand at preparing "sanctions" that might
s_.ow down the past and current abuse of the pleading Rules.
I would succest:

Failure to comply with ( b) may result in

(2) an instruction to offending counsel not to inforn:
• the iury of the amount stated except in response
to his c;Donent, or

(3) be considered conduct in contravention of DR 7-102

(A) of the State Bar Rules governing Professional
!•c: -;Ji,r:itv. . .

At first I was so distressed that I wanted to r,^ake the

sanctior.s mandatory, but I do believe the practice will slow
C'-- : ^' `9Z ?-: t:-,ese ciscretionary penalties.

^ u
♦



Mr. Stanton B. Pemberton

P.O. Box 844

Temple, Texas 76501

^

December 1, 1983

Dear S*_an.

2'<`_•E_-_

As you recall, being a member.of the Committee on Adminis--

tration of Justice, there has been pending a proposal con-

cerning Rule 47 which provides the pleading of unliquidated

damages, and the abuse of that provision. Last year's

committee voted to refer the matter to the Committee on

Professional Ethics to determine, among other.cansiderations,

whether an abuse of this rule constitutes unethical conduct

.which is subject to professional sanctions.

matter of decision on your part, to render an ans»er for the

benefit of the Committee on Administration of Justice.

Yours very truly,

v• _ .
,



Srpter:ber 20, 1984

sticF ^^a3lace

su-prene Court of Texas

6ucre^,e Cout Euildiny

Pe: Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 47

1 noted with interest Ethics Cpinion 415 published in the.

a_c -c t=,at th.s rGsult could be obtainen by a^--

a ., ,

r - ,
^;



Rule 47 -- Clairs for Reiief

•;a) a short statement of the cause of action sufficient

to give fair notice of the claim involved, and

(b) a demand for judgment for all the other relief to

which the partr deems himself entitled.

Relief'in the alternative or of *several different_types

mar..be. -deman•ded.



January 9, 1984

Mr. Luther H. Soules, III, Chair:e.an

Supreme Court Advisory Committee

Soules & CLiffe

1235 Milam Building

San Antonio, Texas 78205

Dear Luke:

Plaintiff files suit in Travis County against

D-1, D-2, and D-3. D-1 files a motion to

transfer to a county of mandatory venue, D-2

and D-3 file no motion to transfer. Must venue

as to D-2 and D-3 re:-nain in Travis County, or

can the piaintiff're;uest the trial judge to

trsr.sfer the entire suit.

I feel that we should address this problem and therefore

ssk that it be put on the acen^4a for your next meetinc.

Sincerely,

JPW.fw



February 10, 1984
225- 63-E

Mr. R. Doak Bishop

1000 Mercantile Dallas Bldg.

Dallas ^ Texas 75201

RE: COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATION OF

JUSTICE, RULE 87, ETC. (VENUE RULES)

Dear Doak:

Thank you for your letter of January12 and attachment,

suggesting certain modifications to new Rule 87.

In this respect I forward to you and your cohorts letter

dated January 9 from Judge James P. Wallace raising problems

concerning the new venue rules. _

Ple-ase give this your additional consideration and any

advice or suggestions your subcommittee may have concerning

t'.-je multiple defendant situation.

Yours-very truly,

HUBERT W. GREEN

Encl.
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2. (b) Cause of Action. .It shall not be necessary for a

claimant to prove the merits of a cause of action, but the

existence of a cause of action, when pleaded properly, shall-

be,taken as established as alleged by the pleadinas. but When

the claimant's venue allegations relating to the place where the

cause of action arose or accrued are specifically denied, the

pleader is required to support his pleading that the cause of

action, or. a. part thereof, arose or accrued in the county of suit

. a de_endant seeks transfer

a part thereof accrued, it

in paragraph 3 of this rule. If

to a county where the cause of action or

shall be sufficient for the defendant

to plead that if a cause of action exists, then the cause of action

or part thereof accrued in the specific county to which transfer

is sought, and such allegation shall not constitute an admission

that a cause of action in fact exists. A defendant who seeks to

transfer a case to a county where the cause of action, or a part

t::ereof, accrued shall be required to support his motion by prima

facie proof as provided in paragraph 3 of this rule.

5. 2:e-ne^:e$ryr.g. Nc Additional Motions. If venue has been

sustair:ed as acainst a motion to transfer, or if an action has been

tra::sferred to-a proper county in response to a,motion to tra--sfer,

^hen riC £--"L<F_' additloTal motions to transfer by amoya':t who was



unIe=1z the :aotion- to transfer. is based on ..the..c_ounds tr:at an

ir;:;artial trial cannot *-,e.had under Rules 257-259 or on the ground

of mandatory venue, provided that such 'claim was previously not

available to the movant or to the other movant or movants. In

addition, if venue has been sustained as acainst a motior to

transfer, or if an action has been transferred to a prooer county

in response to a motion to transfer, then a motion to transfer by

a uarty added subsequent to the venue proceedings may be filed

but not considered, unless the motion to transfer is based on

the Qrounds that. an."inib-artial trial cannot-be had under . Rules

257-259 or on the cround of mandatory venue, provided that such

clair.: was not r*,ade by the other movant or movants.

Parties who are added subsequently to an action and are

precluded by this rule from having a motion to transfer considered

irnay raise the propriety of venue on appeal-, provided that the

party has timely filed a motion to transfer.



2. (b) Cause of Action. It shall not be necess :r%- for

a cl^imant to prove the merits of a'cause of action, but the

existence of a cause of action, when pleaded properly, shall be

taken as established as alleged by the pleadings_ but When the

claimant's venue allegations relating to the Dlace where the

cause of action arose or accrued are specifically denied, the

ee^}ep-eY-a-pe^t-^?°e^ees;-aeey^ea-i°_t°e-es^:t^r-e=-aeit by prima

racie rroof, as orovided in paragraph 3 of this rule, that the

cause of action, or a part thereof, arose or accrued in the

countv of suit. If a,defendant seeks transfer to a county where

the cause of action or a part thereof accYued, it shall be

sufficient for the defendant to plead that if-a cause of action

exists, then the cause of action or part thereof accrued in the

sDCclflc cctinty to which transfer is SouQht, and such allegation

shall not constitute an admission that a cause of action in fact

exists. A defendant who seeks to transfer a case to a county

where the cause of action, or a part thereof, accrued s::ai'_ be

reauired to supcort his motion by prima facie proof as provided

in :aracraah 3 of this rule. _

5.

..v

that an imcartial trial cannot be had u::cer -':;ules 257-259.



based on the ground that an impartial trial cannot be had under

Rules 257-259 or upon a mandatory venue exceptior.,.and a

subseauently-joined party may file a motion to transfer based

upon such grounds. A'subseQuently-joined aartv may not file a

motion to transfer based upon venue grounds previously raised by

another partv, but such subsequently-joined party may complain on'

ap.peal of i-mnror) er venue based uniori grounds breviouslv-raisad* in

the motion to transfer of another Dartv.

Nothing in this rule shall prevent the trial court from

reconsidering an order overruling a motion to transfer.

^o=iees-^e-^Ya^s=er-=Aal,-be-eone^aored-r=QeYe

eeeediags-er-^a^-aeeee_a^_a-

^^rtv-^35SCQa.2E=ct.-ae-

.
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DeL^.S Tt:xn°_ -52-„

(214) 760-5421 February 9, 1984

Mike Hatchell

Ramey, Flock, Hutchins, Jeffus,

McClendon & Crawford

P. 0. Box 629
Tyler, Texas..75710 .

Professor William Dorsaneo

SMU School of Law

Dallas, Texas 75275

Enclosed is a new draft of proposed revisions to Rule 87.

These changes were prompted by Mike's recent letter recardinc_ the

first draft. I believe that this new draft will satisfy our

mandate, subject to one question: Should the whole concept of

paragraph 5 be revised? The modifications embodied in this draft

are primarily technical clarifications with only minor substantive

changes.

Please give me your com.Tnents as soon as possible.

:c^B; bs 1

Enclosure

cc: Ms. Evelyn Avent^
Hubert Green, Esq.



c^ ^_:-ant to prove the meri _S cf, z cau=e of acti or., but the

existence of a cause of action, when pleaded properly, shall

be taken as established as alleged by the pleadings. but When

the claimant's venue allegations relating to the place where the

cause of action arose or accrued are specifically denied, the

pleader is required to support his pleading that-tlie-eenae-ef

by

prir.,a facie proof, as provided in paragraph 3 of this rule, that

the cause of action, or a part thereof, arose or accrued in the

cour.tv of suit. If a defendant seeks transfer to a county where

the cause of action or a part thereof accrued, it shall be

sufficient for the defendant to plead that if a cause of action

exists, then the cause of action or part thereof accrued in the

specific county to which transfer is sought, and such allegation

shall not constitute an admission that a cause of action in fact

exists. A defendant who seeks to transfer a case to a county

where the cause of action, or a part thereof, accrued shall be

recuired to support his motion by prima facie proof as provided

in paragraph 3 of this rule.

5.

t'r.en nc additio*:al' motions to transfer by a movant who was

a rartr when the orior motion to tran_re^ was ruled uvon shall be
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257-259 or on the around of mandatory venue, provided that such

claim was previously not available-to the movant or to the other

movant or movants. In addition, if venue has been sustained as

aQainst a motion to transfer, or if an action has been transferred

to a proper county in response to a motion to transfer, then a

motion to transfer by a party added subsequent to the ruling on

.another par.ty:'s -mo.t,ion. to. transfer may -be'-'fil.ed. as a. prer,eQnis°ite .;:

to an aDCeal, but it shall be considered as overruled by ooeration

of law upon filing, unless the motion to transfer is based on the

arounds that an imDartial trial cannot be had under Rules 25-7-259

or on the around of mandatory venue, provided that such claim was

not made by the other movant or movants.

Parties who are added subsequently to an action and are

precluded by this rule from having a motion to transfer considered

may raise the propriety of venue on appeal, provided that the

party has timely filed a motion to tra::sfer.



February 16,

Hubert W. Green, EsQuire

Green & Kaufman, Inc.

800 Alamo National Building

San.Antonio, Texas 78205

Re:- Rule 87

Dear Hubert,

•

I have reviewed Judge Wallace's letter of January 9, 19"04. He

is richt that neither the amended venue statute nor the a:::ended rules

address this question with any clarity. Rule 89's third sentence

touches upon the issue but doesn't do so very clearly.

We did consider the matter when the drafts of the amended rules

were being circulated. But as in the case of several other matters

(effect of plaintiff's nonsuit; fraudulent joinder to confer venue),

we did not draft a provision to deal with the issue.

I agree with Judge Wallace that this issue should be addressed

by a provision in the rules because the current state of the law is
ur.satisfactory. Prior to-the amendment of the venue statute, the

cases on the subject basically provided the following answer,to Judge
Wallace's cuest=on.

"The rule seemsto be that, where one of several defen-

dants files a plea of privilege to be sued in the county of

his residence, and the plea is sustained, if the cause of

action is a joint action growing out of joint liability of

all of the defendants, the suit must be transferred in its

entirety to the county of the residence of the defendant whose

plea is sustained. On the other hand, if the cause of action

acainst several defendants is severable, or.joint and several,

the court should retain jurisdiction over the action in so far

as it concerns the defendants whose pleas of privilege have

not been sustained, and should trar.sfer the suit in so far as

, ,



. .

S.W.2d 543 (1959) quoting Johnson v. First National B-azk,, 42

S.W.2d 870 (Tex. Civ. App. - Waco 1931, no writ). Since a

literal application of the test ordinarily would require a

division of the case (i.e., there are very few instances where

defendants are only jointly liable rather than jointly and

severally liable), the courts have on occasion mouthed the test

but have actually applied a more practical principle. See e.g.

Geophysical Data Processing Center, Inc. v. Cruz, 576 S.W.2d

666 (Tex. Civ. App. - Beaumont 1978, no writ) - applying test

that when relief sought is "so interwoven" that case should not

be split up,. entise case. s; cu? a..:be trar_s£erred..

My own view is that judicial economy would be better served

by not transferring part of the case, assuming the recuirements

of Rule 40 have been satisfied in the first place, i.e. assuming

that the claims against multiple defendants have arisen from the

same transaction or occurrence or series of transactions or

occurrences.

Once this matter is voted upon by the Committee, it will not

be a difficult matter to draft a provision for inclusion in either

Rule 87 or perhaps Rule 89.

Best regards,

William V. Dorsaneo, III

cc: Hon. James P. Wallace

Mr. Doak R. Bishop

Mr. Michael A. Hatchell

^,^hls . Evelyn Avent
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August 29, 1983

Chief Justice and Associate Justices

Supreme Court of Texas

Supreme Court Building

PO Box 12248

Austin, Texas 78711.

Your Honors:

As you perhaps know from conversations with Justice

James P. Wallace, the new statute and the rules adopted by

the Court, affecting venue, were the subject of a_one--j;^ay

institute in Austin last Friday.

Some of our better scholars and practitioners conducted

the seminar in a very thought provoking mannez..

. There were two items which were raised in the institute

which might cause the.Court to ccnsider two-areas of clarifi-

cation in Rule 87.

The'first of these relates to sub-paragraph 2(b). It occurs

to me that the Court might wish to add at the end of the first

sentence following the:words "paragraph 3 of this Rule" the

words "if such accrual is a venue fact denied by the defendant

and essential to the determination of the venue question."

it occurs to me that the portion of the rule following the

semicolon implies that the denial of venue facts triggers an

additional burden of prima facia proof on the part of the clal-mant;

but if these venue facts which were denied ( for example "agent

or representative" in.a permissive venue or location of land
in a mandatory venue situation) do not involve accrual of a
cause of action in a particular county I see no reason why the

pr_ria facia proof, whatever those denials might be.



The second thought relates to paragraph 5 of Rule 87.

Although there was a sharp difference of opinion among at

least two of the speakers on this matter, it was* observed

that the Court could not even change its mind about a venue

decision during the trial, or at the conclusion of the trial.

I do not read the Rule that way. The words "no further

motions to transfer shall be considered" indicates to me that
the Court meantno further motions by parties. It was observed,

however, that the Court could not reconsider his decision on

the original Motion to transfer, even though the evidence

during the trial clearly indicated that the Affidavit proof

was completely insufficient, and perhaps even fraudulent.

errors .t.o correct anythe rendition-of a final judgment

he may think he has made, I can not believe it was intended

to limit the Court on a reconsideration of his venue decision.

'rerhaes the Court miaht wish to add the statement that no further

motions "by the parties" would be accepted for fil_ng or considered;

or perhaps add' some phrase to the effect that the Trial Court

retains his usual powers to modify, rescind or reverse any

decision he has previously made, so long as he maintains

jurisdiction over the case:

There was-a good deal of speculation-about the effect of

the "effective date",but any problem in this area appears

to be rooted in the statute and I'm not sure what the Court

might be able to do by way of rule making. I suspect most

cautious lawyers will re-file a lot of thincs so as to comply

with the old procedure and the new.

I hone that these comments will be of interest to the'

^ . ..Court.

RM?VI:vJp

cc: rroiessor J. Patrick fiazel



August 6, 1984

Hon. James Wallace Hon. Kent Caperton

Associate Justice State Senate

Supreme Court of Texas State Capitol Building

Supreme Court Building Capitol Station

Capitol Station Austin, Texas 78711

Austin, Texas 78711

Gentlemen:

I am writing both of you because I don't know whether my problem is

judicial or legislative. I think •it is both, so I am addressing both of

you because of your membership on the civil procedure co=ittees.

I applauded the Court and the Legislature in 1981 for authorizing

service of process by certified mail. However, it is just not working.

There are two reasons: the clerks, constables and sheriffs in most

counties simply refuse certified mail service, and when they accept it,.

they charge the same as for personal service, e.g., it costs $40 in

Walker County to have the District Clerk serve citation by certified

mail. You can't get.it done in San Jacinto County because no official

will accept it.

The statutes and rules that may have to be amended are Arts. 3926a,

3928 and 2041b, V.A.C.S., and Rules 103 and perhaps 106, T.R.C.P.

.Art. 3926a states:

(a) The

set

by

commissioners court of each county may

reasonable fees to be chargedfor services

the offices of sheriffs and constables.

(b) A commissioners court may not set fees higher

than is necessary to pay the expenses of

providing the services.

Art. 3928 provides:

The District Clerk shall also receive the following fees:

* * *

4. If a clerk serves process by certified or

registered mail, the clerk shall charge

the same fee that sheriffs or constables

are authorized by ...[Art. 3926a] to

charge for service of process.
* * *

(Bracketed material added).

t
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Justice Wallace and Sen. Caperton

2041b provides:

If a public official is required or permitted by law

to serve any legal process by mail, including

process in suits for delinquent taxes, the official
may collect advance payment for the actual cost.of
the postage required to serve or deliver the

process, or the official may assess the expense of

postage as costs. The charges authorized by this

Act are in addition to the fees allowed by law for

other services performed by the official.

Rule 103 provid`es in part, that service by certified'mail and by

publication mav be made by the clerk.

Allowing Commissioners Courts to set fees is also not working. I

read the minutes of the Supreme Court Committee prior to the amendment

of Rule 103 and I know that it was amended largely because of the Harris
County backlog. However, personal service costs $20 in Harris County

and $50 in San Jacinto County,-which has about 1% of Harris County's

population and maybe 10% of its territory. I can get Rule 106 papers

privately served anywhere for $20.. In fact, that is probably the

neatest thing about Rule 103 (if it worked): for the price of a

certified letter ($2.65),.I am automatically into Rule 106 if certified

service fails and can get private service cheaper than most sheriffs'
fees.

For certified mail service to work, I suggest that you may.have to

amend the above statutes and rules as follows:

(1) Art. 3926a or Art. 2041b should clearly state that the postage

is the only charge for certified mail service;

.(2) A modest fee for posting and for publication should be set

statewide - it costs no more to mail a letter or to stick a thumbtack in

a wall in Dallas than it does in Dime Box;

(3) The fee for serving two processes on the sane person at the

same time should cost no more than serving . one-. Believe it or not, it

costs $40 in Walker County to have a divorce petition served, but $80

when a temporary restraining order accompanies it. The officer gets $40

for signing his name an extra time.

(4) Rule 103 should be amended to provide that the sheriffs,

constables and clerks shall serve process, instead of may. At least two

clerks.have defended their refusal of certified mail on the basis that

may renders it optional. '

A.
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(5) Even if the officials accepted certified mail and even if it

were at a lower cost, I still would not use it. The green certified

mail card no longer has a box to be checked "deliver to addressee only"

as it used to. It now says "restricted delivery" and I don't know

whether this is the same or not. Maybe I'm being overly cautious, but I

can envision a court of appeals somewhere making a strict construction

because service my mail is in derogation of the comaon law or some

similar nonsense.

When it comes time for technical amendments, I would appreciate

your considering the above. I don't feel that any of the officials

involved;will oppose you... All of them I have.talked.to approve of

certified.mail: - It' merely- takes some of the load off them.

Also, you might consider allowing anyone 18 or over to serve

process, as is now allowed for subpoenas. I would just as much regret

being thrown in jail because someone lied in making a subpoena return as

I would in having a default judgment taken for the same reason.

Very truly yours,

Donal ^ Baker

DOB:bp
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(713) 229-9733

March 10, 1983

Justice James P. Wallace

Supreme Court of Texas

p. O. Box 12248

Austin, Texas 78711

Dear Justice Wallace:

^

I am writing this letter to recommend amending Rule 106 of

the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure in regard to authorizing

private process service.

Our firm has experienced agreat deal of frustration in

attempting to perfect service through the Constable's Office.

here in Harris County. On the other hand, we have received

efficient and quick'results when using a private process service.

The delay caused by having to first attempt service through the

Constable's Office, before using a private process service, has

caused great hardship to our clients in many instances. An

amendment to Rule 106 is endorsed by the Family Law Council as

well as the Texas Trial Lawyers Association, and our.firm con-

curs in this endorsement and highly recommends it.

Thank you for your attention to this matter. My best

regards.

Very truly yours,

Ellen Elkins Grimes



January 25, 1984 .

Hon. Jack Pope

Chief Justice

Supreme Court of Texas
P. 0. Box 12248

Austin, Texas 78711

0
W

D
U)

Re: Rule 161, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure

Dear Judge Pope:

Please forgive my delay in bringing this up, but it seems to me

there is a further amendment to Rule 161 which might well improve
administration of justice. Frequently, when some parties are

served and others are not served, the most appropriate rer..edy is

to sever the case so that the case may proceed to judgment

against those parties who are properly before the court and not

be held up awaiting service on parties as to whom a dismissal is

not desired.

Therefore, I suggest the rule be amended to read as follows:

"When some of the several defendants in a suit are

served with process in due time and others are not so
served, the plaintiff may either dismiss as to those

not served and proceed against those who are, or he may

take new process against those not served, or may
obtain severance of the case as between those served
and those not served, but no dismissal shall be allowed

as to a principal obligor without also dismissing the

parties secondarily- liable except in cases provided by

Article 2088 of the Texas Revised Civil Statutes. No

defendant against whom any suit may be so dismissed

shall be thereby exonerated from any liablity, but may

at any time be proceeded against as if no such suit had

been brought and no such dismissal ordered."

DON L. BAKER

DLB:lg
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•

Honorable James P. Wallace

The Sunreme Court of Texas

P. 0. Box 12248

Capitol Station

Austin, TX 78711

Re: Possible oversights in the 1984 amendments to Rules 306a(1) and 165a.

Dear Justice Wallace:

Thank you for your letter of August 15 regarding my comments about Rules

296 and 306c.

Today I noticed another possible problem that I would like to bring to the

Court's attention. But before I do, perhaps I should mention that I am

currently writing a two-volume treatise for West on Texas civil trial and

appellate procedure. This is the main reason my study of the amendments has

been so intense lately. Perhaps this will explain the series of letters to you

-- and previously to Justices Pope and Spears.

1. The Official Comment to the 1984 amendment to Rule 306a states that

the rule collects all provisions concerning the beginning of post-judgment

periods that ordinarily run from the' date the judgment is signed. Rule 306a,

par. 1, was amended to include the court's plenary power to vacate, modify,

correct or reform a judgment. No mention, however, is made in the amended rule

to original requests for findings of fact and conclusions of law or the trial

court's findings and conclusions in response thereto. Nor is any mention made

in R 306a, par. 1, to the filing of a motion to reinstate a case dismissed for

want of prosecution. The time period for these requests and filings all run

from the date the judgment is signed. Rules 296, 297 and 165a. Presumably

then, despite the intended purpose of the 1984 amendment to Rule 306a, par. 1,

these matters are not subject to the procedures of Rule 306a, par. 4, regarding

extension of time periods fbr failure of a party to receive notice of the

judgment.

2. Prior to the 1984 amendment to Rule 306a, it did not apply to

reinstatement procedures under Rule 165a. Walker V. Harrison, 597 S.W.2d 913

(Tex. 1980).. But now Rule 165a, par. 2, states that a motion for reinstatement

must be filed within 30 days after the order of dismissal is signed "or within

the period provided by Rule 306a." The rule also provides that if the motion is
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not overruled within 75 days-after the iudgme,nt is signed, "or, within such

other time as may be allowed by Rule 306a," the motion is deemed.overruled by

operation of law'. It appears thatthe quoted provisions of Rule 165a were

intended to refer to situations where an extension of the time periods were

obtained by a party under the provisions of Rule 306a, par. 4. But, as

discussed in the preceding paragraph, it appears that Rule 306a, par. 4, does

not apply to motions for reinstatement, since they are not expressly included in

Rule 306a, par. 1. The problem.can be solved by amending Rule 306a, par. 1, to

expressly include reinstatement_undes,Rule 165a.

I hope that my comments have been helpful.

Jeremy C. Wicker

Professor of Law

JCW:tm



Rules Committee

State Bar of Texas

P.O. Box 1248.7-

Austin, Texas 78711

D

Recent Rules Changes

Gentlemen:

Rule 200 (Oral Depositions) now only reauires "reasonable notice".

It seems to me there should be a presumption of how many days

notice is "reasonable notice"; otherwise, you may have a witness

who fails to appear and upon motion for sanctions raises the

defense that the notice was not "reasonable", thus interjecting

a fact question to be decided by the judge, taking the tilro--

expense and effort of all concerned. If the rule provided for a

presumption, it. would place the burden uporr the- non-coillplying

.

,

. ... } . . , t,-.T .

..

•
.

,
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I commend you and the Supreme Court for the production of these .

new rules. By and large, they seem to solve most'of the problems

which have been in existence for many years.
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.January 25, 1984

Hon. Jack Pope

Chief Justice

Supreme Court of Texas

P. 0. Box 12248

Austin, Texas 78711

Re: Rule 201, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure

Dear Judge Pope:

Subdivision 3 as amended maintains the rule that notice to the

attorney of record dispenses with the necessity of a subpoena if

the witness is a party who is represented by counsel. It has

been my experience that there is no advantage to serving a

subpoena with all of its attendant expense and delay even in

cases where the party is representing himself and does not have

counsel. of record. Once a party is before the court, it seems to

me that a subpoena to a party should not..be necessary to require

the attendance of a party at his own deposition. I suggest that

Subdivision 3 be amended to read:

"When the deponent is a party, [after the filing of a

pleading in the party's behalf by an attorney of

record,] service of the notice upon the party or his

attorney shall have the same effect as a subpoena

served on the party. If the deponent is an agent or

employee who is subject to the control of a party,

notice to take the deposition which is served upon the

Party or the party's attorney of record shall have t e

same effect as a subpoena served on the deponent."

Travis County, for example, now charges $50.00 for service of a

subpoena. High court costs are another topic, but if they

continue to be a fact of life, then it seems itdoes not serve

the ends of justice to require expenditure.of substantial amounts

of court costs money unnecessarily.

Sincerely„ yours,

DON L. BAKER

DLB:lg



January 2.5, 1984

Hon. Jack Pope

Chief Justice

Supreme Court of Texas

P. O. Box 12248

Austin, Texas 78711

Re: Rule 161, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure

Please forgive my delay in bringing this up, but it seems to me

there is a further amendment to Rule 161 which might well improve
administration of justice. Frequently, when some parties are

served and others are not served, the most appropriate remedy is
to sever the case so that the case may proceed to judgment

against those parties who are properly before the court and not

be held up awaiting service. on parties as to whom a dismissal is

not desired.

Dear.Judge Pope:..

Therefore, I suggest the rule be amended to read as follows:

"When some of the several defendants in a suit are

served with process in due. time and others are not so

served, the plaintiff may either dismiss as to those

not served and proceed against those who are, or he may

take new process against those not served, or may

obtain severance of the case as between those served

and those not served, but no dismissal shall be allowed

as to a principal obligor without. also dismissing the

parties secondarily liable except in cases provided by.

Article 2088 of the Texas Revised Civil Statutes. No

defendant against whom any suit may be so dismissed

shall be thereby exonerated from any liablity, but may

at any time be proceeded against as if no such suit had

been brought and no such dismissal ordered." -

DON L. BAKER

.DLB:lg
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Judge James P. Wallace

Supreme Court of Texas

Supreme Court Building

P. O. Box 12248

Austin, Texas 78711

January 9, 1984

Dear Judge Wallace:

I write you at the suggestion of J

In examining the proposed 200 rule changes in preparation for

the Video Tape Teaching Program,-.^,;1-. ized for the first time the

major change being proposed in I ncerning depositions.

The Rule as it now stands, as I understand the language, will

mean that an objection to the form of a question and an objection

to responsiveness of answers must be* made at the time the deposi-

tion is taken or those objections will be waived.. The-ef1'ect of

this Rule, I suggest, will increase the cost of litigation

substantially in Texas.

(1) The making of these two types of objections, which will

be very,' very common in most deposition situations, will increase

the length of depositions substantially - my estimate is about

one-third.-

(2) Most law firms send their most inexperienced stable mem-

bers to take depositions. In many situations the law firm, that is

careful, will feel the necessity of providing for a deposition of

an important witness a senior experienced lawyer. An inadvertent

waiver is terror, as I am sure you remember from your own_practice.

Again, this procedure, which I suggest will occur in many cases,

,increases the cost of litigation in Texas.

I note that the original proposed Rule 204 as found on page 60

of the Agenda for the Advisory Committee did not include these

waiver provisions. I s.uggest that this prorosed change may have

occurred without proper consideration and thcucnt. In the area in

which I practice, 95% of our depositions are ta:;en for discovery

purposes and not to be used in any manner, except occassionally

for cross-examination, in,Gburt. The lengthening of the deposi-
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Proposed Rule Changes

January 9, 1984

.tion record provides no additional discovery, but forces every

deposition to be taken with the care, length and preparation that

is now used for expert witness depositions to be used in lieu of

personal,appearance in Court.

When I read the 204*: revision.,• I as-sumed i1- was ta.ken from the.

Federal Rules. I do not do enough practice in Federal Court'to

be intimately familiar with the Federal Rules without case by case

perusal. I have read Rule 30, this morning, and I determined that

the waiver provision is not included in the 1983 Rules.

I suspect the proposed Rule 204 change will effect more

lawyers and more clients of lawyers than any other change proposed

in the new Rules. I am just wondering if you and the committee

recognized that fact at the time that the waiver provisions were

added to the original proposal on page 60 of the Agenda.

Before we inflict more costs on our over-burdened public and

remove a few more citizens from the list of those that can afford

to use the Texas Court system for regress of wrongs, I ask that

cou and your committee rethink the minimal value the proposed rule

change has in contrast to the enormity of its cost.

If I were a cynic, I would assume that this rule change was

motivated and sponsored by the Court Reporter's Association or

those dedicated to the ultimate removal of the Court system as a

means of resolving disputes in Texas.

.
Nly congratulations go to you and the large number of fine

lawvers that have worked on these revisions for an excellen^t=.

overall job. I send my best wishes for the restoration of Rule

204 to the Agenda proposal.



June 20, 1984

RE: Texas Rules of Civil Procedure

Honorable' James 'P.' Wallace

Supreme Court of Texas

Supreme Court Building

P. 0. Box 12248

Austin, Texas 78711

Dear Justice Wallace:

I recently viewed a videotaped presentation by Chief

Justice Pope and others on the amendments to the Texas Rules

of Civil Procedure effective April 1, 1984. Although I

generally applaud the work of the various Committees and the

Court with respect to these amendments, there is one pro-

vision in new Rule 204 that I think is going to create more

problems than it solves. The provision to which I refer

•concerns the waiver of objections to the form of questions

and responsiveness of answers if not made at taking of oral

.deposition.

The new Rule is silent on whether this provision with

respect to waiver may itself be waived. However, my guess

is that it was the intent of the Committee and the Court

that such a waiver of thewaiver provision would not be

possible. What this will lead to (and I am seeing it

already) is a greatly increased number of objections as to

form and responsiveness at the time of the taking of the

deposition, thereby lengthening the deposition and increasing

the resulting expense to the client. The problem is com-

pounded when there are multiple parties, each feeling the

necessity to make its own objection. Since a very small

fraction of deposit-ions taken are ever read into evidence,

the need ever to object under our former practice rarely

arose.



Honorable James P. Wallace

May I suggest that the Court and the Committees con

sider further revision ot-ttre-Ru-le'whereby the parties would

be allowed to agree that-objections to. the form and re.spon-

siveness could be postponed uritil some date prior to trial,

say ten days, when they.must be filed in writing. I assume

that the Court's concern was that the reservation of all

objections sometimes served- as a trap for the unwary, and

possibly resulted in the unavailability of necessary testi-

mony. The approach Isuggest would allow any party to

demand=that such objections be- made at the time of the

taking of the dPnnGit-Lon> -but_.._w_ould allow the parties to

modify that requirement for those depositions that in. all

.likeliliood. w.ill..-never be- used .at , trial: .except--po-ssibly for ',

impeachment purposes-.- - The problem of a witness' death,

disability or unavailability could be solved by allowing the

trial court to allow the use of leading questions or nonre-

sponsive answers contained in depositions if substantial

rights of the parties were not prejudiced thereby.

Perhaps the above suggestion complicates what.the Court

has now simplified, and that may be undesirable. However, I

hate to see depositions turned into a circus of objections

virtually mandated by the new Rule. At any rate, I appre-

ciate the opportunity to put forward my thoughts:

Best personal regards.

DAH:dc

very truly yours,

0.
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.

1984 Ameridments - Texas Rules of Civil Procedure

It has come to my attention that the amendments due to

take effect April 1 may need slight revision. Specifically, there

are four different rules that need to be pointed out as possible

sources of confusion.

(1) Amended Rule 204(4) requires a party to make objections to the

form of questions or the nonresponsiveness of answers at the time a

deposition is taken or such objections are waived. One problem

that could arise because of this change is that the party noticing
and taking the deposition will be unable to object at trial if his

^ opponent introduces the deposition into evidence: The party who

took the deposition generally will lead the adverse witness,.and he

•.waives.- the._ ".leading" Qbjection . by fa.il ing. to raise it .at the

deposition.• Thereafter, when his opponent seeks to use the deposition

at trial, including the leading question, no objection may be made,'

since the deposition is considered to be the evidence of the party

introducing it.

It is possible that the rules should provide that an

objection to the form of questions is not required if the party has

no reason to make it tio taken. Also,

should the parties be permitted to agree to waive objections.

(2) Rule 206(3) provides that the deposition officer shall furnish

a copy of a deposition to any party upon payment of reasonable

charges therefor. Nowhere in the new rules is there a provision as

to who must'pay for the cost of the original transcription of a

deposition.:- Old Rule 208a, which has been repealed, stated that

the clerk shall tax as costs the charges for preparing the original

copy of the deposition. If the Court wishes to bypass the court

clerk in this matter, some provision should be included in the

rules to clear up this situation.

(3) Rule 207(2), which deals•with the use of depositions in a

susequent suit between the same parties, states that such depositions

-may be used-in a later suit only if the original suit was dismissed.

This rule originally was taken from Federal Rule 32(a)(4), but the

federal rule has since been amended to do away with the requirement

that the first-case have been "dismissed." The federal rules

advisory committee concluded that the "dismissed" language was an

"oversight" that had been ignored by the courts. This language is

included in the Texas rules, and.it may be that it should be deleted.

(4) Rule 208(a) allows a party to notice a written deposition at

any time "after commencement of the action," which presumably

means the day the original petition is filed. Thereafter, cross-

questions are due within ten days. It would be possible that the

time limit for cross-questions could lapse before the defendant is

L- required to answer. This problem is taken care of in the oral

deposition rule, Rule 200, because it'requires leave of.court if a

party wishes to take an oral deposition prior to the-appearance day

of his opponent. A similar requirement should be provided for in

the case of a deposition on written questions.



MEMO

'O: Judge Wallace

?ROM: Judge Barrow March 6, 1984
, •
^: . .

R-E 1984 Amendments - Texas Rules of Civil Procedure

It-has come to my attention that the amendments due to

take effect April l may need slight revision. Specifically, there

are four different rules that need to be pointed out as possible

sources of confusion.

(1) Amended Rule 204(4) requires a party to make objections to the

form of questions or the nonresponsiveness of answers at the time a

deposition is taken or such objections are waived. One problem

that could arise because of this change is that the party noticing

and taking the deposition will be unable to object at trial if his

opponent introduces the deposition into evidence. The party who

took,the de.position generally will lead the adverse witness, and he

waives the :"leading"%objection. by:..ta,iling to raise it at the

deposition. Thereafter, when his opponent seeks-to use.the..depos.ition

at trial, including the leading question, no objection may be made,

since the deposition is considered to be the evidence of the party

introducing it.

. It is possible that the rules should provide that'an

objection to the form of questions is not required if the party has

no reason to make it at the time the deposition is taken. Also,

:,;hould the parties be permitted to agree to waive objections.

(2) Rule 206(3) provides that the-deposition officer shall furnish

a copy of a deposition to any party upon payment of r.easonable

charges therefor. Nowhere in the new rules is there a provision as

to who must pay for the cost of the original transcription of a

deposition. Old Rule 208a, which has been repealed, stated that

the clerk shall tax as costs the charges for preparing the original

copy of the deposition. If the Court wishes to bypass the court

clerk in this matter, some provision should be included in the

rules to clear up this situation.

(3) Rule 207(2), which deals with the use of depositions in a

susequent suit between the same parties, states that such depositions

may be used in a Iater suit only if the-original suit was dismissed.

This rule originally was taken from Federal Rule 32(a)(4), but the

federal rule has since been amended to do away with the requirement

that the first case have been "dismissed." The federal rules

advisory committee concluded that the "dismissed" language was an

"oversight" that had been ignored by the courts. This language is

included in the Texas rules, and it may be that it should be deleted.

(4) Rule 208(a) allows a party to notice a written deposition at

any time "after commencement of the action," which presumably

means the day the original petition is filed. Thereafter, cross-

questions are due within ten,days. It would be possible that the

time limit for cross-questions could lapse before the defendant is

required to answer. This problem is taken care of in the oral

deposition rule, Rule 200, because it requires leave of court if a

party wishes to take an oral deposition prior to the appearance day

of his opponent. A similar requirement should be provided for in

the case of a deposition on written auestions.
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Mr. George V. McCleskey

Attorney at Law '

P. 0. Drawer 6170

Lubbock, Texas 79413

Dear George:

^

It -is my understanding that you may be a current member of the

Rules Committee. If you are not on the committee, then I assume you

would know where to channel this letter.

For some time, I have been concerned about the fact that in

Texas a party may pay a jury fee at any time, and I have even had

that happen up to the day before trial was scheduled to begin and

the Judge go ahead and remove the case to the Jurp docket. It seems

this happens more frequently with defense attorneys, but I have had

about equal experience on both sides of the case. What I would like

to see happen is for the Supreme Court to go ahead and make a rule

change that would allow either party to have a jury trial upon

payment of the jury fee at any time within six months from the date

the case is filed. Although this does not conform to the federal

rules, I believe that it would give ample opportunity for each side

to evaluate the case and to decide whether in fact a iury was needed

to hear the facts. Hopefully, this would avoid the problems which I

have been having regarding being on the non-jury docket for 1 1/2-2

years, finally getting to trial, then having the other party pay

a jury fee and having the case removed to the jury docket for an

additional 2 1/2-3 years before we could possibly get to trial. I

do not see anything fair about this type of tactics since I see they

are done only for delay purposes. Further, it seems it is a great

inconvenience and hindrance to the Court in scheduling cases, and I

would ask that you present this proposal, or in the alternative

forward it on for consideration.

I appreciate your cooperation and consideration regarding this

matter.
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Hon. Jack Pope

Chief Justice

Supreme Court of Texas

Courts Building

Austin, Texas 78711

pear Judge Pope:

OCAAR COUNTY COUNTNOUSC

In re: Rule 265(a)

Z20-c5Z5

As I understand, this Rule was amended in 1978 to eliminate the

reouirement of having to read the pleadings to the jury. The

Rule was intended to have the attorneys summarize their pleadings

.in everyday language rather than.reading a lot of.legal words

which most pleadinas contain and which meant nothing to most

jurors. I thought this was a great improvement. However,

unfortunately, it did not work out that way. The trial attorneys,

good and bad, are using the same as a tool to completely argue

the entire facts of their case, often witness by witness.

Hence, they do not summarize their pleadings but their entire

case:" .

,I attempt to control this problem,.but many trial judges do not

because of the wording of the Rule, and hence, when the lawyers

come to my court, they want to do the same thing they have done

in other courts. The net result is that we hear the facts from

all sides during voir dire, then again in opening statements to

the jury, then again from the witness stand, and then again during

closing arguments. So in every jury case we hear the facts four.

times. This is a waste of judicial time.

Rule 265(a) in part says, ". .. shall state to the jury briefly

the nature of his claim or defense and what said party expects

to prove and the relief sought ..."

Attorneys not only, state what they expect to prove, but go into

the 'qualification and the credibility of each and every witness

and into many immaterial and irrelevant facts and conclusions.

In addition, most attorneys do not know how to be brief. I

would suggest that Rule 26,5(a) be amended to read, ". . . shall

.



State to the jury a brief summary of his pleadings." And el-iminate

the phrase, "what the parties expect to prove and the relief

sought." I feel that this would be in line with the committee's

intention just prior to 197.8, according to my reading of the

record made by the committee. Right now we have two closing

arguments to the jury.

I fully realize that it will be sometime before any attention can

be given to this matter. However, I hope it will be properly

filed in order to be considered at. the proper time by the proper

committee.

JCO/ebt
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December 13, 1983

Honorable Luther H. Soules, III, Chairman

Supreme Court Advisory Committee

Soules .& Cliffe

1235 Milam Building

San Antonio, Texas 78205

Dear Luke:

I have had complaints-sugoestions concerning several rules so

I will pass them on to you for your committee's consideration.

Some members of the court as well as several lawyers have

expressed concern that present Rule 272 is unduly restrictive and

results in an injustice in instances where specific objections are

made to the court's charge but the trial court does not specifically

rule on the objection. The most com,-non suggestion is that the

rule be :_„ended to reQuire only that a specific objection be made

in the recerd. -The trial ^udge would thus be made aware of the

objection but he could notrrefuse to rule and thus avoid having his

decision reviewed on appeal.

Rule 296 and 297:

Frof:ssor Wicker's letter is enclosed.

Rule 373:

It has been sugaested that Rule 373 and Rules of Evidence 103

are inc;;nsistent, i.e., un1er the Rules of Evidence the attorney

could te'_1 the ;udae in- narra =ive form what h is witness would

t`s=iLv to and thus preserve his pcint for a,^.pellate review. Ru?es

of Froceu:;re 373 reauires a b_ll of exceotion settinc out the

proffered testimony. The co)Ti7T^ittee may have suggestion as to 'whic:.

if either of these rules shou;d be amended.



Honorable Luther H. Soules, III

December 13, 1983

Page 2

Rule 749:

This rule provides that in a forceable entry and detainer

suit an appeal bond must be filed within five days of judgment.

The rules of practice in justice courts, specifically Rule 569,

provides five days for filing a motion for new trial in the

justice court and Rule 567 provides that the justice of the.

peace has ten days to act on the motion for new trial. In a

recent motion for leave to file a petition for a writ of mandamus

we were presented with a situation where the defendant filed a

motion for new trial five days after judgment, the next day

the justice of the peace overruled the motion, but it was too

late to file an appeal bond under Rule 749.

The question presented is whether forcible-entry and

detainer actioris should be an express exception to the rules

of practice in justice courts so as to clarify the procedural

steps such as occurred in the above case.

As usual I leave further action on these matters to your

and the committee's good judgment..

Sincerely,

JPW.fw

Enclosures

P.S.

I am enclosing a letter from John O'Quinn concerninQ

Rules 127 and 131. Ray Hardy's correspondence has been

previously for-w_ru'_d tq you.



900 Alam National Bldg.

San An nio, TX 78205

Dear Hubert:

.My question is whether there are any published explana-

tions or bar comments as to the change in Rule 296? Under the

prior Rule 296, it applied to hearings over motions to set

aside default judgments. - As you know, the Court often conducts

an oral hearing in which testimony is presented. Thereafter,

the -motion to set aside a default judgment may be overruled by

operation of law seventy-iive (75) days after the default

judgment was signed. Under the case law the Appellate Court

might review the trial court's findings of fact and conclusions

of law as to this hearing. See

Dallas Heating Co., Inc. v. Pardee, 561 S.W.2d. 16 (Tex.Civ.

App.-Dallas, 1977, ref.n.r.e.). Now that the new rule has

eliminated the "by operation of law" wording, does it mean that

the Appellate Courts do not need findings of fact and

conclusions of law ori these matters, or that the "signing" in

Rule 296 also applies to the operation of law time period? See

Int'l. Snecialtv Products, Inc. v. Chem-Clean Products,

Inc., 611 S.W.2d. 481 (Tex.Civ.App. -Waco, 1981, no writ).

In Guaranty Bank v. Thomnson, 632 S.W.2d. 338, 340 (Tex.

1982), the Court held that a motion to set aside a default

judgment "should not be denied on the•basis of counter-



Sincerely,

DRB/lmm

Capital Station

Austin, TX 78711
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August 6, 1984

,

Honorable Jack Pdpe, Chief Justice

The Supreme Court of Texas

P.O. Box 12248, Capitol Station

Austin,. TX 78711

Re: Apparent unintended anomoly in amendment to the Texas Rules of Civil

Procedure, effective April 1, 1984

Dear Justice Pope:

I have recently discovered an apparent anomoly created by the amendments

to Rules 296 and 306c, effective April 1, 1984. The problem is created wnere

a premature -request for findings of fact and conclusions of law is made and a

motion for new trial is filed.

Rule 306c was broadened to include prematurely filed requests for findings

of fact and conclusions of law. If such_a request is prematurely filed and a

motion for new trial is filed, the request is deemed to have been filed on

the date of (but subsequent to) the date of the overruling of the motion for

new trial. This amendment would have created no problem had Rule 296 not also

been amended to require a request for findings and conclusions to be filed

within ten days after the final judgment is signed, regardless of whether a

motion for new trial is filed. The pre-1984 version permitted a request to

be filed within ten days after a motion for new trial.is overruled. .

Reading both the amended rules together, if a premature request for

findings and conclusions is made.and a timely motion for new trial is filed,

the request will be deemed to have been filed too late if the motion for new

trial is overruled more than ten days after the judgment is signed. This is

quite possible, of course, since Rule 329b(c) allows the trial court 75 days

to rule on a motion for new trial before it is overruled as a matter of law.

If this result was intended, please excuse my having taken up your

valuable time. If it was not intended, I hope that I have been of some

assistance to the Court.

eremy C.'Wicker

Professor of Law

JCW/nt

r
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Date: April 6, 1984

Rules makes the following report:

We have had correspondence from the Court Reporters

Association and I have talked to various reporters and trial

judges in reference to the Rules and the following were the

only compi.aints we had:

1. The Court Reporters compla-ined that there was

no Rule requiring the appellant to pay for the

Statement of Facts where a deposi.t for costs

or a cost bond was filed. This was corrected

by Rule 354 (e) of the Rules adopted by the

Supreme Court effective April 1, 1984.

2. Rule 355 did not require that the person filing

the affidavit of inabilitv to pay-costs had to

give notice to the Court Reporter. The sub-coranittee

has prepared an amendment to this Rule, a copy

of which is enclosed herewith. The portions added

to the presert Rule are underl4ned.

3. Rule 380 provides that the court reporter shall

not receive ce:.:per.sa=ion for preparing a Statznent

of Facts where an a-7=idavit of inability to pay

costs is filed. The Court Reporters feel like that

they should be paid for their services as most

court reporters are busv and have to employ people

to transcr-ibe the testi..^on y and that they should

of the Code of Cr-=ina1 Procedure. The sub-co=ittee

feels that this is a r.:atter not to be changed by

the Rules, but should be subr:.itted to the Leg4 slature.

Resnectrullv subm'_tted,

^

J

r



1

(a) When the aprellant is unable to pay the ccst of

aooeal or give security therefor, he.shall be entitled to

prosecute an aopeal or it of error by filing with the clerk,

within the period prescribed by Rule 356, his.affidavit statir.=

that he is unable to pay the costs of appeal or any part thereof,

or to give security therefor.

(b) The appellant or his attorney shall give notice of
the filing of the affidavit to the opposing party or his attorney

and to the Court ReDorter of the Court where the case was tried

within two cays after the filing; otherwise, he shali not be

entitled to prosecute the appeal without paying the costs or

givino security therefor.

(c) Any interested officer of the court or party to the

suit, may by sworn pleading, contest the affidavit within ten

davs after the affidavit is filed, whereupon the court trving

t`e case (if in session) or (if not in session) the judge^ of

the court or• county judge of the county in. which the case is aendir.o

shall set the contest for hearing, and the clerk shall give t1he

parties notice of such setting.

(d) The burden of proof at the hearing of the cor.t e s_ slinal l

rest upon the appellant to sustain the ali.egations of the affidavit.

_

.

(f) If the aope_lant is able to pay or give security for

a part of the costs of appeal, he shallbe required to :-ake s*_c

cay=ent or `ive slich secur^tv (one or both) to the extent of

abilitv.

.k
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May 2, 1984

Mr. Hubert Green

Attorney at Law

900 Alamo National Bldg.

San Antonic, Texas 78205

Re: Administration of Justice Committee

17- ^^^:° ' ( Proposed )

.

Please find enclosed proposed Rule 364a.

As you can see there have been some changes made which were pre-

sented recently, and hopefully these changes will satisfy any

objections made at our last meeting.

I am, by copy of this letter, asking that Ms. Avant send a copy

of this proposed Rule to the members of the committee. .

Sincerely,

GEH/blh

encl.

cc: Evelyn Avant

CaeiTol Station

=.u_=tin, Texas 78711

Lucr=: Soules

r

.k



(Proposed) RULE 364a

STAY OF ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENT OR ORDER

PENDING APPEAL

In lieu of a supersedeas bond provided for in Rule 364a,

the court from which or to which an appeal is taken may

order a stay of all or any portion of any proceedings to

enforce the judgment or order appealed from pending on

appeal upon further finding that the appeal is not

frivolous, not taken for purposes of delay and that the

interest-of justice will be served by a stay.

Either court may vacate, limit or modify the stay for

good cause during the pendency of the appeal. A motion to

vacate, limit, or modify the stay shall be filed and

determined in the court that last rendered any order

concerning the stay subject to review by any higher

court.

Any order granting, limiting, or modifying a stay must

provide sufficient conditions for the continuing security

of the adverse party to preserve the status quo and the

effectiveness of the judgment or order appealed from.

r



July 17, 1984

Rules Committee

Texas Supreme Court

Supreme Court Building

P.O.- Box 12248

Austin, Texas 78711

I prcpose a chance to Rule 438 (Affir-mance with Damages

for Delay), which should have the effect of further reducing

frivolous appeals.

I recently was faced with a meritless and frivolous

appeal in which the record was was virtually free of

preserved allegations of error. We wished to ask for delay

damages under Rule 438, but in briefing cases under the rule

I became aware of several cases- never reversed- which held

that by asking for such relief, one opened the entire record

to scrutiny.for error, whether such error was preserved by

timely objection, or not. We decided that the risk was not

worth the damages obtainable, and did not assert the claim

for damaces.. I have reason to believe that'the doctrine

announced in. these cases effectively nullifies the purpose

behind Rule 438, and suggest an Amendment, as follows:

Where the court shall f ind that an appeal or writ of

error has been taken for delay and that there was no

sufficient cause for taking such appeal, then the appellant,

if he be the defendant in the court below, shall pay ten per

cent on the amount in dispute as damages, together with. the

judgment and interest and ccsts of suit thereon accruing. A

recuest for relief under this rule shall not have the effect

of permittina consideration of unpreserved allecations of

error.

Such an amendment to the rule, in my opinion, would
restore its intended vitality, and would remove the hazard

presently associated with its invocation.

Yours truly,

t



•

DALLAS. TEXAS 75240-6604

March 23, 1984

Mr. William V. Dorsaneo, III

SMU School of

Dallas, Texas 75275

Hatchell

75710

3

San Antonio, Texas 75205

RE: Administration of Justice.Committee

Rule.452
i

TELEx:

73-256:TELESE=.

our efforts with West Publishing Company, National

Office of State_Courts and others has beaun to bear fruit in

furnishing information for the subcommittee and committee to

consider in connection with possible revision u e 5 I

would like to have some opinions of substance to to

the committee at the next meeting although I do not believe

we can undertake an actual revision of the rule before

receivinc at least a consensus on an approach. From what I

have heard and some of the enclosures indicate, it is my view

that the auestion of "unpublished opinions" or "selective

publication" may well become a public issue. Enclosed are

three articles which were forwarded tome by the editorial

department of West Publishing Company which surveys the

available information. with respect to the publication of

opinions.

Sincerely,

--

J6hn Feather

cc: Mr. Hubert W. Green
.3:
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TABLE 12

SEPARATE OPINIONS

.

D.C. 194 21 12 8 21.1

Second 359 28 34 9 19.8

219 26 10 4 18.3

Fourth 346 53 6 8 19.4

Sixth 340 13 5 6 7.1

Seventh 325 30 9 8 14.5

Eighth 448 21 10 2 7.4>

Ninth 618 14 2 9 4.0

:.. 251 16 12 4 127

12.4

.

991 4 1 0 0.5

890 1 1 0.2

978 0 1 0 0.1

Seventh 736 4 6 1 1.5

209 1 0 0 0.5

555 3 2 1 1.1
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May 3, 1983

To John Feather

From Jack Eisenberg

John, I would greatly appreciate your chairing a subcommittee

to look into the question you raised in your letter of March 25

regarding Rule 452.

The following are asked to serve as members of the committee:

Michael A. Hatchell

William V. Dorsaneo, III

Richard W. Mithoff, Jr..

Luther H. Soules, III

Please let me know if you will be in position to report on this
matter at the June 4 meeting.

Thank you for your help.

JCE

Enclosure



March 25, 1983

Mr. Jack C. Eisenberg

Chairman

Administration of Justice Committee

P. 0. Box 4917

Austin, Texas 78765

RE: Rule 452, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure

Dear Jack:

TELEX:

73-2561 TELESERV

Although the current Rule 452 as only recently become

effective, a number of 4nstance sugaested abuse have come

to my attention. It wbot-idseem without question that the

only ability of the public and the bar.to monitor the quality

of appellate judges is through review of `aritten opinions. I.

am beginning. to suspect that quality is being sacrificed for

expediency.. The most recent edition of Litigation, the

Journal of the Section of Litigation, American Bar Associa-

tion, contains an article which touches on this subject and

which prompted this letter.

Please place the continued propriety of Rule 452 on the

Committee's agenda for consideration in due course of the

Committee's considerations.

Thank you very much.

sfa

enclosure

cc: Michael A. Hatchell

William V. Dorsaneo, III

Richard W. Mithoff,'Jr.

Luther A. Soules, III

Evelyn A. Avent
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June 29, 1984

TO: Committee of Administration of Justice

Committee of Consumer Law

Committee of Individual Rights & Responsibilities

RE: T.R.C.P. Rule 621a

I am sending to the members of the above committees copies

of a proposed resolution in connection with Rule 621a T.R.C.P.- which
I believe shouia be approved.

If you believe this is a matter wh-ich mioht be under the.

jurisdiction of your committee, I would appreciate your considering
it.

I hope to be in San Antonio for the meetino of the Texas

Bar, but other problems may prevent my attenaance.

JAP/dvb-

Enclosure

-t



RESOLUTION

It is submitted that the provisions of Rule 621a, Discov-

ery in Aid of Enforcement of Judgment, T.R.C.P., do not protect the

judgment debtor's rights to privacy but instead make him and the

assets of his business fair game to an unscrupulous judgment creditor

who has obtained a judgment..

The provisions of Rule 621a authorize the judgment plain-

tiff to give notice for depositions to enforce the judgment imme-

diately after. entry of the judgment. Such a course of discovery

can be followed regardless of the finality of the judanent or the

riahts of the judament debtor to supersede the judament under the

provisions of Rules 364-368, T.R.C.P.

Art. 627, Time for Issuance, p.rovides "If no supersedeas

bond . . . has been filea . . . theclerk of the Court shall issue
the execution u^en such its^inmant upen a^plicatinr^ of the c^^ccoccfirl

party or his attorney aftyerr the expiration of thirty days from the

time a final judgment is signed" or motion for new trial overruled.

These rules do NOT require the judgment to be final nor

do they require that an execution be issued so the judoiment debtor

can supersede the judoment. The rules make available to the judg-

ment c.reditor all of the information which could be secured by depo-

sition prying into his personal and business financial affairs in

a manner so thorough and detailed as to lay bare to the judgment

creditor all of the business facts and assets of the judement

debtor. An example of the detail of inquiry for a subpoena duces

tecum is attached as an exhibit.

.
Rule 621a.

This certainly was not the intent upon the issuance

It is believed that discovery proceedings in aid of a

judgment should not be authorized until AFTER the issuance of an

execution so the judgment debtor can have the right to protect from

the prying eyes and ears of creditors and adversaries the innermost

facts of his business. The rule should be amended to require that

execution be issued BEFORE the discovery proceedings. This gives

the judgment debtor the right to keep private his personal and busi-

ness affairs.
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July 27 1983,

Honorable Hubert W. Green

Attorney at Law

,
. "L v^

v/

900 Alamo National Bank Bldg..

San Antonio, Texas 78205

Dear Mr. Green:

Re: Suggested Change to Rule 680

Enclqsed is a copy of my proposal made on July 6 to Justice

Pope.and his reply to me. I am forwarding a copy also to Judge

George Thurmond in Del Rio and to Professor William Dorsaneo.

As we discussed in'our conversation Tuesday, it is difficult

for me to visualize how to get interest in this change drummed-up

from trial court judges. About the most I can say is that the

change will enable them to pattern•temporary restraining hearings

according to the needs of their courts and their constituencies.

Nobody runs court on a 10-calendar-day schedule.

I don't believe that any of the other trial court judges are

using the kind of setting system I use, and.it.-i^%:difficult to ask

them to fly in the face of present Rule 680. For about 10 years,

I "interpreted" the rule. to read as I have proposed the change and

it is thoroughly accepted by the lawyers in this area who practice

regularly in this court. Of course, it could well.be that if the

local rule was for everyone to go shirtless on Tuesday, the bar

would finally get used to it, but I really believe the change would

be beneficial as applied to any temporary restraining order -- not
just those in Family Law.

In the past, when I urged the change in regard to Family Law
cases only through a change in Chapters 3 and 11 of the Family Code,

the response from the Family Law Section and the legislative committees

of the House and Senate has been that the change should be of general

application and that the rule should be modified rather than having
a special procedure for Family Law cases. I concur with that view

and think that the change would be particularly helpful for courts

of general jurisdiction and multi-county courts. I will phone any-

one, correspond with anyone, or appear before any subcommittee or

full committee that has the change under consideration:. I will ap-

preciate hearing from any member of the committee or the Rules

Advisory Committee of the Supreme Court.

cc: Judge George Thurmond

Professor William Dorsaneo

Ms. Evelyn Avent
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July 6, 1983

Honorable Jack Pope

Chief Justice

Supreme Court of Texas

Austin, Texas 78710

RE: Proposed Change in Rul.e 680, Temporary Restraining

Order

Dear Judge Pope:

For several years I have had in mind a proposal for

changing Rule 680. Although I have mentioned•it in --

various quarters, my ineptitude has prevented my finding

the proper forum -and procedure to advance the proposal.

Therefore, I am writing you directly in the hope that

you will put the matter, in the proper channels and let me

know what to do next to advance.the proposal.

The proposed changes arise out of my experience with

matters under the Texas Family Code, but the problems with

the Rule and the benefits of the proposed change would

relate to other Temporary Restraining Orders (hereafter

TRO) as well. The volume of family law litigation merely

exaggerates the visible effect on trial court iitication

and court administration.

The prizary proble.:, with the administration of Rule

680 in its present form is the expiration of the TRO within

10 days of its being granted by the court's signature.

The time for expiration should run from service of process

or apnearance for the following reasons:

a. A TRO does not govern a party defendant or

respcndent until receipt of personal notice of

it=_ terms, so the existence of the order cannot

1ncC^ive:7ience anvone until notice (which is usually

docul-^ented by service of process because of the

difficulty of do,cu.-nenting notice otherwise) .



b. A party inconvenienced by a TRO can,_

under the presently worded rule, appear and

demand an early hearing. This practice should

be encouraged in preference to the present

dominant ploy ( i. e., evading service in the hope

the TRO will expire before documentable notice is

received).

c. The "ten days from granting" rule guarantees

that a good number of TRO's will expire before

service or so short a time after service (less

than three days, Rule 21, TRCP) that the party

restrained would be entitled to continue the hearinc_r

as a matter.-of right, while requiring that the

plaintiff or petitioner be prepared at all times

to proceed with testimony.

d. Although there is no quarrel with ten days as a

reasonable length_of time, combined with the

expiration time running from "granting", the

expiration day often falls on weekends or holidays.

e. A corollary to- c. and.d. above is that running-

the expiration from service or appearance allows the

court to set a particulardate and time in the

week to hear these temporary and emergency matters.

(For instance,-I use'the-phrase "first Thursday after

the expiration of three days following service

hereof at 9:00 o'clock a.m.") Any day of the week

will count the same way and will allow the court

and the bar to-pattern its practice accordingly.

f. A further corollary to e. above is that by local

rule the trial court could.provide for hearing on

the pattern day and time a week earlier if the

party restrained wants an earlier hearing or

becomes confused and appears earlier. The trial

court could also provide for obtaining an emergency

hearing under such statutes as Family Code Sections

11.11 and 3.58.

Two further matters need to be addressed in the rule.

1. The rule should expressly provide for exten-

sion and resetting by the trial court on the docket

sheet instead of by written (i.e., minuted) order.

This repetitive paper work accomplishes nothing by

way of due process notice and runs up costs and

attorney fees unnecessarily. It is especially

burdensome to the litigants, the bar and the trial

court in view of the'present running of the

expiration time limit and often results in process



or constable, the logistics are nichtr„arish. If

service of process is by certifiedrmail under the

rules, the logistics are impossible. This change

is somewhat less important if expiration runs as

I have suggested above•,.but it will alleviate

the necessity for preparing a detailed, minuted

order to last a week or less.

2. The requirement for entering the reason for

extension and resetting of record should be eliminated

unless the party restrained appears and excepts to

the continuance. This chanQe is for the same

reason as the chance suggested above. It adds

nothing of value to the person restrained and is a

burdensome formal requirement to keep the TRO

in effect.

The Rule as it is written has become the subject of

the lowest forms of ambush practice and advantage seeking.

Restricting the power of the trial courts to issue emergency

orders corrects some abuses by inviting others. The

answer lies in phrasing the Rule so that the trial courts

can administer it in a fair and orderlv rr^anner and afford

timely hearings. A suggested rephrasing of the rule is

enclosed.

I would appreciate knowing'how to get the proposed

changes considered and will travel at my own expense to

confer or to testify.

Judge, 307th Family District

Court, Gregg County, Texas

wCM:mk

Enclosure



RULE 680. Temporary RestraininQ Order

No temporary restraining order shall be granted without

notice to the adverse party unless it clearly appears from

specific facts shown by affidavit or by the verified

complaint that immediate and irreparable injury, loss or

damage will result to the applicant before notice can be

served and a hearing had thereon. Every temporary restrain-

ing order granted without notice shall be indorsed with the

date and hour of issuance; shall be filed forthwith in the

clerk's office and entered of record; shall define the

injury and state why it is irreparable and why the order

was granted without notice; and shall expire by its terms

within such time after_service of process or aDnearance of

the party restrained, not to exceed ten days, as the court

fixes, unless within the time so fixed the order, for good

cause shown, is extended for a like period by action of the

trial court or agreement of the parties contained in a

written order or noted on the docket sheet unless the party

against whom the order is directed consents that it may be

extended for a longer period. mhe--eeeeae-^.eK-^he-exter_4^en

9ha?-^-^e-e^te^ed-e^-reee^^. In case a temporary restrain-

ing order is granted without notice, the application for a

temporary injunction shall be set down for hearing at the

earliest possible date and takes precedence of all matters

except older matters of the same character; and when the

application comes on for hearing the party who obtained

the temporary restraining orcier shall proceed with the

application for a temporary injunction and, if he does not

do so, the court shall dissolve the temporary restraining

order. On two days' notice to the party who obtained the

temporary restraining order without notice or on such

=_horter notice to that party as the court may prescribe,

the adverse party may appear and move its dissolution or

modification and in that event the court shall proceed to

hear and determine such motion as expeditiously as the

ends of justice require.



January 27, 1984

Honorable James P. Wallace

and The Supreme Court of Texas

Austin, Texas 78711

Honorable Hubert W. Green

and Members of the Committee

on the Administration of Justice

Re: New Version of Rule.680 and 683

Effective 1 April 1984 -- AGAIN!

Honored Court and Committee:

During July and August, 1983, I sent the enclosed.suggestion

regarding Rule 680 to Chief. Justice Pope, then at hissuggestion to

Mr. Green and other members of the Committee on the Administration.

of Justice.- The.suggestion appeared to be well received, and I have

awaited the time with patience for the Rule to be considered for

revision..

Having been assured that I was addressing the correct forum

and was in the process, I was shocked.to find the-new model Rules_680

and 683 in'the January 17 West.'s TEXAS CASES. After a.few days, I

called Professor Dorsaneo and discovered,that the new version of

the Rule-was adopted by the Committee on the-Administration of

Justice back in1982. Apparently my letter has not come to the

attention of the-Committee or the Court.

At this point, I hesitate to write because-the following

polemics may be viewed as pejorative. Let me say that they are

,not meant to be-so. They are presented.in the.spirit I believe-

Chief Justice Pope-has evoked in his presentations to the Judiciary

and to the Legislature, out of a concern for the way our system of

justice works at the trial court level and out of thirteen years

of experieilce as a trial court judge:

First, I am not sure either the Committee or the Court Can be

aware of the impact of-Rules 680,. etse ., on the trial court docket

because of the dearth of statistical information available-. Temporary

restraining orders may be relatively rare in most civil disputes,

but they are commonplace in litigation under the Family Code, which

may well constitutehalf of the civil litagation in'the-trial courts

of Texas. I underline "may" because it is impossible-to tell from

the structure of the reports filed by the district clerks what the

scope of the family law c3ocket is. Only the filing and final

disposition of divorce cases is singled out for counting. The
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approximately thirty other kinds of cases are scattered among the

"non-adversary".category (including at least three matters on which

there is an absolute right-to a jurytrial) and "show causes"••

(which include at least two matters on which there is an absolute

right to a jury trial, but no place on the form to report-one).

I digress to.stress these matters only because, from the report
of the clerks and the Office- of.Court Administration,: both the Com-

mittee and the Court would.be justified in'believing that temporary

restraining orders have a.very narrow legitimate application:in civil

litigation. In fact, under the Family Code, temporary restraining

orders, temporary injunctionhearings and enforcement proceedings are

available in'-eight different categories of: suits and constitute

18% of the-hearings.in*this court, which disposed of 70.6% of all

civil matters in*this county in1983, by our actual count. Supposing

this*county to be typical, practice-under Rules 680-693 is'a very

significant part of trial practice in this State, both in terms of

numbers of hearings andthe time they consume in the trial courts.

If this hearing volunie-is to be handled with justice, efficiency and

dispatch and is'to be kept within'reasonable economic*bounds.so that

effective access to the -courts. is' widely available, close -and informed

attention .needs to be -paid' to •this: section of the rules.

Second, if'.the -new -rule changes effective April'1 were -recom-

mended by the Committee as early as 1982, theii I-would.suppose

they were put forward as early as 1981, and I would.suggest that

any "evils" or "abuses" they would have been designed to redress

were probably addressed by legislative changes to Family Code-

Sections 3.58, 3.581, and 11.11 in*the 1981 and 1983sessions.

The requirements for and.scope of ex parte relief were extensively

addressed, especially in.1983. The changes effective April 1, 1984,

run counter to the thrust-of those amendments. Is the Court really

out of countenance with the legislative changes, or has delayed

implementation resulted in'"fixing" something that is no longer

"broken", and that in an inappropriate manner? -

Certainly, the Rules and the-practice-under them need attention

and revision, especially in .their application to family law liti-

gation, as my enclosed correspondence discusses. This raises

the question whether family lawshould be-excluded from operation

of the Rules, at least as regards ex parte equitable relief and

turned over to the legislature to regulate, or should be kept in

the mainstream of civil rules application. 'I understand that there

may be some tension involved in both efficiently handling a major

and qualitatively different part of the trial docket and keeping

the civil rules applicable to all civil litigation. My letter

of July, 1983, is'premised-on keeping family law procedure in

the mainstream. If this'is to be acomplished, the Rules

must be evaluated for their effect on practices in this 18% of
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and Committee,on the

Administration of Justice

the.trial docket. The only reasonable alternative is specifically

to exempt litigation under the Family Code from operation of

Rules 680-693.

Third, on the merits of the changes to Rules 680 and 683, the

problem of extensions is discussedin' my July, 1983, letter. Limit-

ing the extensions would usually be unnecessary if the expiration

date ran from notice to the party restrained, and more especially on

a.seven or fourteen day schedule. The Gregoriancalendar, which

predates our State constitution by.some centuries, just does not

accommodate a ten-day work cycle. The-requirement that reasons

for extensions.shall be entered of record, if* taken. seriously,

will require a weekly "no service" docket call and entry of written

orders, involving extra, totally useless appearances of counsel,

higher fees and costs and fatter court minutes to no real effect

except to prevent expiration of a fiat that is not effective until

notice in any event. Continuing present pleading formalities in

a revised Rule raises the question whether the Court is overruling

the-legislative changes o the Family Code cited above.

In regard to R^ e 683, the requirement that every temporary

injunction include ah.or r setting the final hearing is impracticable

and unnecessary._ Injun^ive relief is both adjusted and usually

made mutual at a contested temporary hearing. ' Final hearings are

governed by sixty day, thirty day or twenty day minimum filing and.

notice requirements which are often longer than the trial court.'s

average "request-to-hearing" lag. Few counsel on either.side are

in a position to respond meaningfully to a proposed. setting for

final hearing at.the temporary order hearing.

I regret the nagging, preachy tone of this letter. I am at a

loss to know how else to assist, as I am obliged to do under Canon

Four. I confess that if the Committee and the Court are disinclined

to consider this matter, I may follow the tongue - in-cheek.suggestion

of a colleague and start following the Rules just as they are written.

As he remarked, "That'll fix 'em! The whole d----d docket will fall

apart."

As.an...example of how far typical trial court thinking on the

matter diverges from the.spirit of the new Rules, I enclose an

actual set of local rules from 'a set of courts in another Texas

county (identity blanked) . I'm not sure I would go as far in

streamlining as they have, but you can imagine what they will say

about the new Rules if they do decide to write.

The cumbersome procedures set out in the Rules have already

resulted in enactment of Title 4 of the Family Code. Title 4

"invented" and limited existing equitable remedies. It is in

conversation neither with the Rules nor with the.scope of
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Administration of Justice

January 27, 1984

injunctive relief and enforcement generally existing in Texas
law. The additions to the Rules worsen the.situation to which

Title 4 was a response. If this keeps up, we can expect more of

the. same responses and can almost guarantee an unwanted increase

in the criminal caseload from domestic violence.

WCM:pl

Encl.
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^ February 10, 1984

-M=. 'Luther H... Soules, III.

Chairman Supreme Court Advisory.Committee

1235 Mi1am Building

San Antonio,-Texas 78205

Revision of T.R.C.P. 680 and'683

Dear Mr. Soules:

I' am sorry we have been unable to make contact by phone

in order to discuss possible revisions of Texas Rules

of Civil Procedure 680 and 683.

On Friday, February 3 , 1984, I had a conference with

Associate Justice James-Waliace of the Texas Supreme

Court regarding what I perceive to be possible problems

with rules 680 and 683. These problems came to light

when I was meeting in my capacity as. Chairman of.the

Family Law section with the committee revising the

Family Law Practice Manual.

It came to our attention that the January 1, 1981
version of rule 680 dealing with temp•orary restraining
orders provided:.

"Every temporary restraining order granted
withou.t notice . . . shall expire by its
terms within such time after entry, not
to exceed ten days, as the Court fixes, unless

within the time so fixed the order, for good

cause shown, is extended for a like period

or unless the party against whom the order
is directed consents that it may be extended
for a longer period of time."

/
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The new rule as promulgated in the February issue of

the Texas Bar Journal provides:

"No more than one extension may be granted

unless subsequent extensions are unopposed."

This new provision works an undue hardship in many cases

involving family law. Temporary restraining.order.s are

issued in better than fifty percent of the cases that

are expected to be contested. It is not.unusuai for

these ten-day restraining orders to expire pzior to

service being affected, particularly in metropolitan

areas where large numbers of papers must be served.

The problem is not limited to merely divorce cases but

cuts across many areas of family law including suits

affecting the parent-child relationship, Title IV
suits for the protection of families, annulments and

suits to declare marriages void as well as after-

judgment suits for clarification and to enforce orders

regarding property division.

I have discussed this problem with several of my colleagues

.on the Family Law Council who are involved in drafting the

Family Law Practice Manual.. It is our suggestion that

Rule 680 be amendedto read as follows:

"No more than one extension may be granted

unless subsequent extensions are unopposed

except in suits governed by the Texas Family

code."

I can likewise..envision that this provision might cause

problems in other types of litigation and I only address

the wording of the language as it would affect the family

law practice.

We likewise have a problem with the proposed change to

rule 683 because the following language was added which

had not previously been a part of, the rule:

"Every order granting a temporary injunction

shall include an order setting the cause for

trial• on the merits with respect to the

ultimate relief souQht."

This language also causes considerable problems for

the family law practitioner. In most cases where
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temporary restraining orders are granted they are

generally followed by some form of a temporary injunction

which, as a general rule,.is not_.carried over into a

permanent injunction. The state of the crowded dockets

and the nature of the type injunctive relief generally

sought in family law cases.does not-.lend itself to a

setting-on the merits at the time of the granting of

__

ultimate.relief sought except in suits.

governed by the Texas Family Cocie."

Again I would think the language in the rule as now .

proposed would cause problems for judges, attorneys

and litigants involved in other types of litigation

other than family law.

I have written this letter at the suggestion of Mr.

Justice Wallace. I have also discussed this problem

with our family law council representative in San

Antonio, Mr. John Compere, whose phone number and

address is The North Frost Center, 1250 Northcast Loop

410, Suite 725, San Antonio, Texas 78209, 915/682-2018.

I would invite your thoughts regarding these proposed

recommended changes or other language that would.cure

the problem. If either myself'or. Mr. Compere can be

of assistance in anyway regarding this matter please

feel free to call. _I have likewise written a similar

.Ietter this one to Hubert Green, Chairman of the

Administration of Justice Committee.

- Kenneth D. Fuller

KDF/kap

cc: The Honorable William C. Martin, III

Judge, 307th District Court, Greeg County, Texas

John Compere

Scott Cook

Larry Schwartz

3 Harry Tindall
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January 16, 1985

Luther H. Soules, III, Esq.

Soules, Cliff & Reed -

Attorneys at Law..

800 Milam Building

San Antonio, Texas 78205

Re: Revisions to the Texas Rules of Civil Procedures,

Especially Rules 738 through 755,

Forcible Entry and detainer Rules

Dear Mr. Soules:

Congratulations upon being named to chair the Advisory Committee to the

Supreme Court of Texas concerning revisions to the Texas Rules of Civil

Procedure. Our Chief Justice and his companions on the Court have shown

a great deal of confidence in you.

This firm has its own peculiar area of expertise and would like to volunteer

to assist you in the area of Rules 735 through 755,. concerning forcible

entry and detainer suits.. During the past few years we have filed over six

thousand forcible detainer suits. This experience has shown the two of us

where the problems lie in eviction suits at this time and where improvements

to the rules might assist the administration of justice. I should also add_

that our firm specializes in landlord-tenant law, representing the owners/

management of something over seventy-five thousand residential and commercial

rental units.

The attorney for the Texas Apartment Association, Mr. Larry Niemann of Austin,

Texas, has brought to our attention the fact that he intends to request a

number of changes to Rules 789 through 755 from the Supreme Court in the near

future. Assuming that such request(s) are sent to you for examination, our

firm would gladly assist in the evaluation of the same, if such be your wish.

Your consideration of our offer would be greatly appreciated.

Very truly yours,

JJI/fs

RNR/fs
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June 2, 1983

Mr. Jack Eisenberg, Chairman

Committee of Administration of Justice

P. 0. Box 4917

Austin, Texas 78785

RE: Rule 792

Dear Jack:

^

This letter is written as a report on the action of the subcommittee

you appointed in response to a letter from a Texas attorney concerning

Rule 792. This rule requires the opposite party in a trespass to try

title action, upon request, to file an abstract of title within twenty

days or within such further time as the court may grant. If he does not,

he can give no evidence of his claim or title at trial. The attorney

suggests that the the obtaining of an abstract of title in a trespass to

try title action should done under the discovery rules which govern other

civil cases.

The subcommittee noted that bringing the action as a declaratory

judgment or simple trespass action, would have such an effect.

The attorney who requested the change was contacted. It seems that

his real concern is that Rule 792 operates as an automatic dismissal of

the opposite party's claim or title unless the abstract of title is filed

within twent.y, days or an extension is obtained. In Hunt v. Heaton, 643

S.W.2d 677 (Tex.1982), the defendant in a trespass to try title action

answered the petition by answering not guilty and demanded that the

plaintiff file an abstract of the title he would rely on at trial. The

plaintiff did not request an extension of time to file the abstract.

Five years after the demand and 39 days before the trial, the plaintiff

filed an abstract. The supreme court upheld the trial court's refusal to

allow the plaintiff any evidence of his claim or title. ',

The concern is that in a trespass to try title action Rule 792

operates to cause an automatic dismissal of the opposite parity's claim

or title unless the abstract of title is filed within twenty day or an

extension is obtained.

The subcommittee believes that the harshness of Rule 792 can be

eliminated if, prior to the,beginning of the trial, there must be notice

and a hearing. Then the court may order that no evidence of the claim or

title of such opposite party be given at trial, due to the failure to

file the abstract. The following amendment is suggested for

consideration:
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Mr. Jack Eisenberg

June 3, 1983

Such abstract of title shall be filed with the papers of the

cause within [twentr7] thirty days after service of the notice

or within such further time as the court on good cause shown

may grant; and in default thereof after notice and hearing

prior to the.beginning of the trial, the court may order that

no evidence of the claim or title of such opposite party

[ehe^-1] be given on trial.

The attorney who wrote the letter requesting the changes would

welcome the opportunity to address the committee in person.

Sincerely yours,

JW:ps

cc: Evelyn Avent

Jeffery Jones

Orville C. Walker



January 27, 1983

Honorable Jack Pope, Chief Justice

Supreme Court of Texas

Supreme Court Building

Post Office Box 12248

Austin, Texas 78711

Re: Rule 792 - Abstracts of Title

Dear Judge Pope:

Due to my active participation in the trial of land

litigation matters, it has become apparent over the past years

that in certain counties in Texas today the obtaining of an

abstract of title is impossible unless prepared by the attorney

himself. As an example, in Brazos County the Clerk no longer

has the capability or the time to aid in the--compiling of ar-

abstract of title without the attorney having to personally pull

all records, set up special dates, remove the records in the

presence of the Clerk, make copies at his own location, and

thereafter obtain the various indices of said documents and the

appropriate certification, after having presented each of those

documents and the recording legends to the Clerk. For this

reason, although Rule 792, of course, expands the time for which

an abstract can be filed in a trepass to try title case from

twenty days to that which the Court finds reasonable, it appears

to me that serious consideration should be given to the question

of putting this discovery under the same rules as that related

to other discovery: I am fully aware of the reason for Rule

792; however, in my opinion, the rule is more and more frequently

used not for the purposes of discovery, but where the defense

counsel is aware that the availability of the County Clerk's

books and records are almost nonexistent and there are no abstract

services available to plaintiff's counsel, especially if it

involves issues of title of minerals, to harass and put undue

pressure on plaintiff's counsel. This can be, especially unjust

and onerous when the defendant is a trespasser with little or no

indicia of title. I am certainly in agreement that no one should

be able to prosecute a trespass to try' title action without

proper facts and circumstances surrounding his right of title

and that he should be prepared to prove that title to the exclusion

3



Honorable Jack Pope, Chief Justice

January 27, 1983
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of all others. However, I feel that the urbanization of the

State of Texas has created circumstances that are far removed

from those that existed when Article 7376 was originally passed

by the Texas Legislature and strong consideration should be

given as to putting the plaintiffs and defendants on more equal

footing regarding the discovery procedure in this type of action.

I congratulate you on your recent appointment as Chief

Justice of the Court and extend to you best wishes from both

myself and my father.

.KCH/lsb



August 25, 1983

Mr. Michael A. Hatchell, Chairman

Committee on Administration of Justice

500 1st Place

P. 0. Box 629

Tyler, Texas 75710

RE:. COAJ; Rule 792

Dear Mike:

I attach the report of the subcommittee appointed to study Rule 792

and the attorney"s correspondence that requested the revision. At the

June 4, 1983 meeting there was discussion that:

1. Trespass to try title pleading requirements be done away with

and,

2. If TTTT is retained, that-the Abstract be filed at least thirty

(30) days before trial.

I did not want the consideration of Rule 792 to fall through the

cracks due to the summer inactivity.

In another vein, this summer I called my state representative, Rene

Oliveira, to ascertain whether or not House Bill 1186, adopting a "Civil

Code," had been vetoed by the governor. I was informed that it had.

Rene, who is an attorney, then proceeded to tell me that not only the

sponsor of the bill but many of the legislator's noses were bent out of

shape by what they perceived to be "after the fact" and "behind the

scene" maneuvering by the bar to have the bill vetoed. I explained the

circumstances of the bill being introduced late in the session as

unopposed, that the bill contained various conflicts with existing

substantive law, and that further study was essential. That triggered

his observation that the bar's efforts at informing itself and the

legislators were dismal.

It is suggested that the chairman or a member of the Judicial

Affairs Committee be appointed as either a member or liaison member of

the COAJ.



Mr. Michael A. Hatchell, Chairman -

August 25, 1983
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As far as the Bar in general, I believe that Blake Tartt has the

experience and expertise to insure that the Bar has outstanding

legislative advisors for the next legislative session.

Sincerely yours,

NELSON & WILLIAMSON

JW:1w

Enclosures

cc: The Honorable Blake Tartt, President

The Honorable Rene 0. Oliveira

Mrs. Evelyn A. Avent
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April 17, 1985

Luther H. Soules, III

800 Milam Bldg.

San'Antonio, Texas 78205

Re: Attorney of Record

Dear Luke:

In 1972, you advised me to never sign a pleading in court

with the name of the firm, and to only sign the pleading in

my name as an individual attorney. You advi.sed me that if

the firm name was subscribed to a pleading, then the Court

could call any lawyer in the firm to come try the case in the

event the trial attorney to whom the case was assigned had

a conflict in another court.

On January 24, 1985, the Ft. Worth Court of Appeals issued

its decision in A. Copeland Enterprises, Inc. v. Tindall, 683

S.W.2d 596. The Court, at page 599, makes the following

statement:

Logic dictates that an attorney who enters an

appearance in a lawsuit does so on behalf of his

firm as well as himself. when Appellants retained

counsel it is reasonable to assume they retained

the firm as a whole to represent their interest and

not one particular attorney.

I first saw the case reported in Texas Lawyers Civil Digest,

Volume 22, No. 8, at pages 4-5, which was published February

25, 1985.

In the above-cited case, it is not clear from the opinion

how the appellants subscribed the Plaintiff's Original Petition.

The court states that there were only two pleadings which were

signed by appellant's counsel: a Motion to Reinstate and a

Request to Enter Findings of Fact. In the Motion to Reinstate,

the attorney of record was the law firm name and beneath it

the signature of the -attorney. The Request to Enter Findings

of Fact had the attorney's name first and contained the name

of the firm below the attorney's signature.



Luther,H. Soules, III

April _17, 1985
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Recently, I experienced an incident where. I was already

set for trial in Dallas, and theri Courts in Victoria and

Brownsville set me for trial and hearings on the same date.

The Victoria and Brownsville trial notice settings were

subsequent to the Dallas trial notice setting, which was prior

in time. In both instances, the Deputy Clerks of the Court

made reference to the above-cited case and what they had read

in Texas Lawyers Civil Digest, Volume.22, No. 8, at page 4.

The Copeland case has to do with the dismissal of a case

for want of prosecution under Rules 165a and 306a, and the

notice to the attorney of record pursuant to those rules.

However, I have already seen and suspect that we will see more

courts applying the case for, purposes of resolving conflicts

in court settings by taking the above-quoted language from

the case to direct that someone from the law firm must appear

in spite of a conflict in settings for the trial attorney.

The above-cited case is bad enough regarding the way the

court interprets "attorney of record" for the purposes of Rule

165a and 306a. I would request that the Rules Advisory

Committee, of which you are Chairman, amend the Rules to override

the decision in this case regarding notice and dismissal for

want of prosecution under Rules 165a and 306a.

I had a similar experience in Frio County. Stanley L.

Blend signed and filed a petition in Frio County. A notice

of docket call was sent to the law firm of Oppenheimer,

Rosenberg. It was not addressed to Stanley L. Blend. The

notice of docket call did not contain the law firm name or

the name "Stanley L. Blend." The notice did not get to Stanley

L. Blend because it was not addressed to him and his name was

not contained on the docket notice, nor was the firm name

contained on the docket notice. Needless to say, no one showed

up at the docket call, and the case was dismissed for want

of prosecution.

On a Bill of Review, the evidence was developed that the

notices had been sent only in care of the firm name Oppenheimer,

Rosenberg, which name did not appear in any of the pleadings.

The only name that appeared in the pleadings was that of Stanley

L. Blend.

Then the Court started listing the name of the subscribing

attorney on subsequent docket call notices, but still only

addressed the envelope containing the docket call notice to



Luther H. Soules, III
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the firm name and not to the attorney, whose name was subscribed

to the pleadings. Consequently, when you receive the docket

call notice, you must look through the notice to see if any

lawyers in the firm have cases on the docket.

On Bill of Review, the above-referenced case in Frio County

was reinstated and ultimately settled to the satisfaction of

the client.

The holding in the Copeland case at page 599 regarding

what logic dictates is not well founded. In my experience,

the statement of logic by the Copeland court at page 599 is

the exception rather than the rule. Most clients who hire

attorneys in our firm never ask about the law firm with which

we are associated. In fact, many clients could care less about

the law firm. The client is interested in you as their attorney.

I am now aware of court bfficials in at least two courts

having taken the holding in the Copeland case and used it to

resolve conflicts where counsel was set in more than one court

on the same date. Court officials who use the Copeland case

to tell you to send someone else to try the case are not being

realistic, because it is unrealistic and illogical to assume

that when a client retains counsel they retain the firm as

a whole to represent their interests and not one particular

attorney.

Accordingly, I request that Rule 10, defining "attorney

of record," be revised to make clear that when a lawyer enters

an appearance in a lawsuit in his name alone, he does so on

his behalf only and does not enter an appearance on behalf

of the law firm unless the firm name also is subscribed to

the pleadings.

If you agree with my analysis, please bring this matter

before the Rules Advisory Committee in order to achieve a change

in the court's decision regarding Rules 165a and 306a, and

to change Rule 10 to prevent the Copeland case from being used

against counsel when there is a conflict in court settings.

RLHJr:lv

`Reese L. Harrison, Jr.
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977-9077

ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS

A Partnership Including Professional Corporations

Founders Square

900 Jackson Street
Dallas, Texas 75202-4499

214-977-9000

April 9, 1985

Ms. Evelyn A. Avent

Executive Assistant

State Bar of Texas

Box 12487, Capitol Station

Austin, Texas 78711

Re: Committee on Administration of Justice

Dear Evelyn:

Telex: 55 1172

Telecopy: 214-977-9004

Please find enclosed a proposed rule change that should be

distributed as you see fit to the other members of the commit-

tee.

Sincerely yours,

^• t

Charles R. Haworth

CRH/cmr

enclosure

e



NONE

1 New Rule 216.

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

etc.

Rule 216. Stioulations Reaarding Discovery Procedure.

Unless the court orders ozherwise, the parties may by

written stipulation (1) provide that depositions may be

taken before any person, at any time or place, upon any

notice, and in any manner and when so taken may be used like

other depositions, and (2) modify the procedures provided by

these rules for other methods of discovery.

(see attached comment)



COHMENT

The proposed Rule 216 is basically Federal Rule 29, which

provides in full that:

Unless the court orders otherwise, the

parties may by written stipulation (1) pro-

vide that depositions may be taken before

any person, at any time or place, upon any

notice, and in any manner and when so taken

may be used like other depositions, and (2)

modify the procedures provided by these

rules for other methods of discovery,

exceot that stipulations extendina the time

provided in Rules 33, 34, and 36 for re-

sponses to discoverv_ may be made only with

the aooroval of the court.

It should initially be noted that the underlined portion of

Federal Rule 29 is not recommended for adoption in Texas.

The proposed rule is submitted in response to an expressed

desire for more flexibility in the rules to acommodate proposed

agreements among parties to litigation during discovery, espe-

cially in the manner of taking depositions upon oral examina-

tion. Texas practitioners have historically entered into stip-

ulations regarding many aspects of discovery without question

of their authority to do so. Recently, concerns have been

exnressed that because the Texas Rules of civil Procedure do

not contain express authorization to vary the terms of the

rules, the rules may not be varied by agreement. In paticular,

concerns have been expressed that objections to the form of

questions or nonresponsiveness.of answers required by Texas

Rule 204-4 may not be reserved until time of trial. This pro-

posed rule change will clearly allow that reservation.

It could perhaps be argued that Rule 11 would apply to

stipulations under Rule 216. Caution may dictate, therefore,

that an additional sentence be added to the proposed Rule 216

to the effect that "an agreement affecting a deposition upon

oral examination is enforceable if the agreement is recorded in

the transcript of deposition."

-1-



The provision of Federal Rule 29 regarding court approval

for stipulations extending the time limits regarding Interroga-

tories to Parties (Rule 33), Production of Documents (Rule 34),

and Requests for Admission (Rule 36) is not recommended for

adoption. Under the proposed Rule 216 the court may always

override the parties' stipulation. See C. Wright and

A. Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure § 2092, at 359

(1970). The order required by Federal Rule 29 is a nuisance to

the court and almost always approved. Thus, some juge-time

could be saved by eliminating requirement contained in the ex-

ception.

-2-
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213/760-5441

Ms. Evelyn Avent

State Bar of Texas

P. O. Box 12487

Capitol Station

Austin, Texas 78711

TELEX 730836

April 8, 1985

Re: Committee on the Administration of Justice

Enclosed please find the proposed changes to Rules 296, 306a

and 306c. I would appreciate it if you would place them on the

agenda for the next meeting.

RDB/ls

Enclosures

cc: Michael T. Gallagher, Esq.

Prof. Bill Dorsaneo



Rule 306c. Prematurely Filed Documents

No motion for new trial, request' for findings of fact and

conclusions of law, appeal bond or- affidavit in lieu thereof,

notice of appeal, or notice of limitation of appeal shall be held

ineffective because prematurely filed; but every such motion

shall be deemed to have been filed on the date of but subsequent

to the :signing of the judgment the motion assails; and

every such request for findings of fact and conclusions of law

shall be d emed to have been filed on the date of but subseauent

to the da e of signing of the 'ud ment, and every such appeal

bond or affidavit or notice of appeal o tice of limitation of

appeal Oall be deemed to have been fi ed on the date of but

subsequen,`t to the 4=1;!^ signing of the j udgment,

i -



Rule 296. Conclusions of Fact and Law

In any case tried in the district or county court without a

jury, the judge shall, at the request of either party, state in

writing his findings of fact and conclusions of law. Such

request shall be filed within ten days after the final judgment

or order overruling motion for new trial is signed or the motion

for new trial is overruled by operation of law. Notice of the

filing of the request shall be served on the opposite party as

provided in Rule 21a.



L

Rule 306a. Periods to Run from Signing of Judgment

1. Beginning of periods. The date a judgment or order is

signed as shown of record shall determine the beginning of the

periods prescribed by these rules for the court's plenary power

to grant a new trial or to reinstate a case dismissed for want of

prosecution or to vacate, modify, correct or reform a judgment or

order and for filing in the trial court the various documents in

connection with an' appeal, including, but not limited to an

original or amended motion for new trial, a request for findings

of fact and conclusions of law, findinqs of fact and conclusions

of law, an appeal bond, certificate of cash deposit, or notice or

affidavit in lieu thereof, and bills of exception and for filing

of the petition for writ of error if review is sought by writ of

error, and for filing in the appellate court of the transcript

and statement of facts, but this rule shall not determine what

constitutes rendition of a judgment or order for any purpose.



MEMORANDUM

TO: The Supreme Court Advisory Committee

FROM:

DATE:

Judge Wallace

May 8, 1985

RE: MEETING, May 31, 1985

At Luke Soules' request, the attached material will be

considered at the Supreme Court Advisory Committee Meeting to

be held at 10:00 A.M. on May 31, 1985, at the Texas Law Center.



May 1, 1985

Hon. John L. Hill, Jr.

Cnief Justice

TheSupreme Court of Texas

P. O. Box 12248

Capitol Station

Austin, Texas 78711

Dear Justice Hill:

The State Bar of Texas Committee'on the Administration of Rules of

Evidence in Civil Cases, after deliberation at its April 12, 1985

meeting, recommends to the Supreme Court that the Rules of Evidence be

amended as described in the enclosed list dated May 1, 1985.

Also enclosed for the Court's information is a copy of the agenda

for the April 12, 1985 meeting. Comparison of the agenda with the

May 1 list of recommendations will reflect the substantial number of

proposals not approved by the committee.

NHB: jt

encl.

cc: Hon. James P. Wallace, Justice

Rules Member

The Supreme Court of Texas

P. O. Box 12248

Capitol Station

Austin, Texas 78711

Committees and Sections

State Bar of Texas

P. O. Box 12487

Austin, Texas 78711

r

Members, Committee on Rules of Evidence

in Civil Cases (agenda previously sent)



THE 1984-85 STATE--BAR COMMITTEE ON THE ADMINISTRATION OF RULES OF

EVIDENCE IN CIVIL CASES RECOMMENDS TO THE SUPREME COURT OF TEXAS

THE FOLLOWING CHANGES IN THE RULES OF EVIDENCE.

May 1, 1985

RULE 509(d)(4).

The committee recommends to the Court that rule 509(d) (4) be

amended by deleting the present rule and substituting the

language "as to a communication or record relevant to an issue of

the physical, mental or emotional condition of a patient in any

proceeding in which any party relies upon the condition as an

element of his claim or defense;" as shown below.

Rule 509. Physician/Patient Privilege.

(a) . . .
(d) Exceptions. Exceptions to confidentiality or privilege in

court or administrative proceedings exist:

1)

(4)- [ in any litigation or administrative proceeding, if

relevant, brought by the patient or someone on his

behalf if the patient is attempting to recover monetary

damages for any physical or mental condition including

death of the patient. Any information is discoverable

in any court or administrative proceeding in this state

if the court or administrative body has jurisdiction

over the subject matter, pursuant to rules of procedure

specified for the matters; ] as to a communication or

record relevant to an issue of the physical, mental or

emotional condition of a patient in any proceeding in

which any party relies upon the condition as an element

of his claim or defense;

The reasons for the change follow. Elimination of the

second sentence relating to discovery leaves discovery, to the

Texas Rules of Civil Procedure. That has been the approach under

the other privileges in the Rules of Evidence.

The committee discussed 509(d) (4) and 510(d) (5) together,

prompted by agenda items 3, 5 and 6. The reporter notes to those

items suggest the basis of the committee discussion. The

following two paragraphs are taken from the Reporter's Note to

agenda item 3: -

"First, it is illogical to have a narrower excection to the

physician/patient privilege than to the psychotherapist/patient

privilege. There is little doubt that communications to

psychotherapists tend to be of a much more sensitive nature than

communications to physicians and that disclosure of

1



communications made during psychotherapy present a greater danger

of embarrassment and humiliation to the patient. Thus, if any

difference is-to exist between the patient-litigant exceptions to

these privileges, the narrower exception ought to apply to the

psychotherapist/patient privilege.

"Second, the change would address one of the concerns which

has been raised with regard to the effect of the

physician/patient privilege. The privilege has been asserted in

will contests by the personal representative of the estate in

order to shield from disclosure evidence of the testator's

physical and mental condition. The comment has been ?uade that

this places the key-to the truth of the case in the hands of the

person most likely to benefit from a will.written by an

incompetent testator. By providing for any exception "after the

patient's death, in any proceeding in which any party relies upon

the condition as an element of his claim or defense," the. rule

would no longer allow the personal representative of an estate to

claim the privilege on behalf of the testator where.the

testator's capacity is at issue."

The following is taken from the Reporter's Notes to both

agenda items 5 and 6:

"It is my opinionthat these two provisions should be made

uniform not only for the sake of uniformity, but also because it

is somewhat confusing as to which one will apply when the

treating professional is a persorr authorized to practice

medicine, which all psychiatrists are required to be."

The conuuittee discussions finally led to policy decisions t.o

recommend alignment of 509(d) (4) and 510(d) (5), to recommend

enlargement of this exception to the two privileges and to

eliminate distinctions between the scope of the exception before

and after death of the patient.

The committee recommends to the Court.that rule 509(d)(5) be

amended by adding the words "or of a registered nurse under or

pursuant to arts. 4525, 4527a, 4527b, and 4527c, Vernon's Texas

Civil Statutes" as shown below.

Rule 509. Physician/Patient Privilege.

(a) . . .
(d) Exceptions. Exceptions to confidentiality or privilege in

court or administrative proceedings exist:

(1)

(5) in any disciplinary investigation or proceeding of a

physician conducted under or pursuant to the Medical Practice

Act, art. 4495b, Vernon's Texas Civil Statutes, or of a

reQistered nurse under or pursuant to arts. 4525,4527a, 4527b,

and 4527c, Vernon's Texas Civil Statutes, provided that the board

shall protect the identity of any patient whose medical records

are examined, except for those patients covered under

2



subparagraph (d) (1) or those patients who have submitted writter

consent to the _release of their medical records asoprovided by

paragraph (e);

The reason for the change is stated in the Reporter's Note

following.

Reporter's Note: This change was instigated by counsel to the

Board of Nurse Examiners. That Board has the same statutory dut

and investigatory needs regarding unprofessional conduct of

registered nurses as the Board of Medical Examiners has regardin

physicians. Cases brought before the Board frequently involve

allegations of drug abuse or theft-of drugs by nurses.

Investigating such claims frequently requires examination of

patient records to determine whether the accused nurse has

falsified them in order to divert drugs to his or her own use.

An exception to the physician/patient privilege already exists tc

allow the Board of Medical Examiners to carry out its statutory

duties. The addition of the proposed language would permit the

Board of Nurse Examiners-to carry out its important

responsibilities as well.

The committee recorranends to the Court that rule 516(d)(5) be

amended by deleting "he" and substituting "any party," by

deleting the comma after the fi_rst use of the word "defense" and

substituting a semi-colon, and by deleting the words "or, after

the patient's death, in any proceeding in which any party relies

upon the condition as an element of his claim or defense;" all as

shown below. -

Rule 510. Confidentiality of Mental Health Information.

(a

(d) Exceptions. Exceptions to the privilege in court

proceedings exist:

(5) as to a communication or record relevant to an issue of

the physical, mental or emotional condition of a

patient in any proceeding in which [ he ] any party

relies upon the condition.as an element of his claim or

defense [,] ;[ or, after the patient's death, in any

proceeding in which any party relies upon the condition

as an element of his claim or defense; ]

The reasons for the change follow. The committee discussed

509(d)(4) and 510(d)(5) together, prompted by agenda items 3, 5

and 6. The reporter notes to those items suggest the basis of

the committee discussions. In the Reporter's Notes to both

agenda items 5 and 6, he stated: "It is my Qpinion that these

two provisions should be made uniform not only for the sake of

uniformity, but also because it is somewhat confusing as to which

one will apply when the treating professional is a person

authorized to practice medicine, which all psychiatrists are

required to be."
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The committee discussions finally led to policy decisions t

recommend alignment of 509(d)(4) and 510(d)(5),.to recommend

enlargement of this exception to the two privileges and to

eliminate distinctions between the scope of the exception before

and after death of the patient.

The committee recommends to the Court that rule 601(a) (2) br

amended by deleting the words "or who do not understand the

obligation of an oath" as shown below.

Rule 601. Competency and Incompetency of Witnesses.

(a) Every person is competent to be a witness except as

otherwise provided in these rules. The following witnesses shall

be incompetent to testify in any proceeding subject to these

rules:

(1) Insane persons..

(2) Children. Children or other persons who, after being

examined by the Court, appear not to possess sufficient intellect

to relate transactions with respect to which they are

interrogated. [, or who.do not understand the obligation of an

oath.]

Note.

The reason for the deletion is explained in the Reporter's

Reporter's Note: -Texas State Representative Mike Toomey has

introduced in the 1985 legislature HB 240 which would; among

other things, add to Texas Rule of Evidence 601(a)(2) the words:

"However,, no child nine years of age or younger may be excluded

from giving testimony for the sole reason that such child does

not understand the obligation of an oath. Such child's testimony

shall be admitted to the trier of fact and the trier of fact

shall be the sole judge of the credibility of the testimony."

Justice James.P. Wallace has written to representative

Toomey the following letter:

"For a number of years the Court has had a tacit agreement

with the Legislature that we would try to work out any suggested

changes in the rules as may be needed. That has been carried

over into the Rules of Evidence. The understanding has been that

the Court should make the changes rather than the Legislature if

at all possible. This gives an opportunity for a wider range of

input from those practitioners and judges who work with the rules

on a regular basis.

The Standing Committee on Rules of EVidence will meet in

Austin-"on April 12, at 10:00 A.M. at the Texas Law Center. Would

you agree to hold up action on H.B. 240 until that time? We

would like for you and someone from the group who is asking for

the\change to appear at this meeting and give us your views to

the end that we can attempt to work out this matter."

All of the foregoing was placed before Professor Black, who

responded as follows:

4



"I have received your note dated February 22, 1985 enclos

House Bill 240 which proposes a change in the provisions of Te

Rules of Evidence 601(a)(2).

It is my recommendation that the objectives sought by thi

bill can be better accomplished by simply deleting from the

present rule the final clause which reads, "or who do not

understand the obligation of an oath" so that the rule

hereinafter read:

"(2) Children. Children or other persons who, after

being examined by the Court, appear not to possess sufficient

intellect to relate transactions with respect to which they are

interrogated."

I can see good reasons for not wanting a witness' testimon

to be excluded solely because the witness does not understand t

obligation of an oath but I do not see any reason for cutting

this off at nine years of age. Moreover, it is unlikely that

many witnesses will "appear not to possess sufficient intellect

to relate transactions" but can understand the obligation of an

oath; thus we are losing very little by this recommended change

J

RULES 610, 611, 612, 613, 614.

The committee recommends to the Court that a new rule -610

(i.e., federal rule 610)-entitled Religious Beliefs or Opinions,

be adopted and that existing rules 610, 611, 612, and 613

renumbered accordingly, as follows.

Rule 610. Religious Beliefs or Opinions.

Evidence of the beliefs or opinions of a witness on matters

of religion is not admissible for the purpose of showing that by

reason of their nature his credibility is iracaored or enhanced.

Rule [610] 611. Mode and Order of Interrogation and Presentation

Rule [611] 612. Writing Used to Refresh Memory.

Rule (612] 613. Prior Statements of Witnesses: Impeachment and

Support.

Rule [613] 614. Exclusion of Witnesses.

The reason for the proposal is stated in the Reporter's Not:

and a supplementary letter.

Reporter's Note. This innocuous Rule was deleted by the Supreme

Court for unknown reasons. Its deletion is apt to cause

confusion and dispute. Surely the Court did not mean to imply

that a witness can be impeached or supported by showing the

nature of his religious beliefs or opinions, e.g., his beliefs

concerning the existence of an afterlife and, the possibility of

Divine punishment for false swearing. Yet the conspicuous

absence of this Rule from our adopted Rules could be argued to

support such a ridiculous inquiry.

Perhaps the Court was concerned that Rule 610 would operate

to bar inquiry for any purposes into the religious affiliation,

5



practices, or beliefs of a witness, which sometimes have a

legitimate relevancy, for impeachment or on the merits of a case.

In fact Rule 610 is quite narrow, as the Advisory Committee's

Note to the Federal Rule explains:

While the rule forecloses inquiry into the religious

beliefs or opinions of a witness for the purpose of showing

that his character for truthfulness is affected by their

nature, an inquiry for the purpose of showing interest or

bias because of them is not within the prohibition. Thus

disclosure of affiliation with a church which is a party to

the litigation would be allowable under the rule.

^

In addition to permitting such bias or interest impeachment, Rule

610 would have no bearing on cases where a person's religious

affiliation or practices are relevant to the merits of the case,

such as where, in a child custody case, a parent's bizarre "cult"

practices might be relevant to whether custody with that parent

would be in the best interests of the child.

Supplementary letter. Both the Texas Constitution and the civil
statutes provide that religious opinion is not a grounds for

declaring a witness incompetent to testify. Tex. Const. Art. I,

Sec. 5 provides, "No person shall be disqualified to give

evidence in any of the Courts of this State on account of his

religious opinions, or for the want of any religious belief ..

." Similarly, Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann. art 3717 states, "No
person shall be incompetent to testify in civil cases on account

of his religious opinion, or for the want of any religious

belief ... This provision was not repealed by the Supreme

Court. Neither, however, addresses the question of the propriety

of impeaching a witness on such grounds. Introducing Federal
Rule 610 into the Texas rules would, therefore, be a salutary

-measure.

The committee recommends to the Court that rule 610(c) be

amended by adding the words "except as may be necessary to

develop his testimony" as shown below. •

Rule 610. Mode and Order of Interrogation and Presentation.

(a) . . .
(c) Leading questions. Leading questions should not be

used on the direct examination of a witness except as may be

necessary to develop his testimony. ..

The reason for the change is stated in the Reporter's Note.

Reporter's Note: The 1982 Texas Rules of Evidence Proposed Code

contained the sentence "Leading questions should not be used on

the direct examination of a witness except as may be necessary to

develop his testimony." The Supreme Court dropped from the

sentence the phrase "except as may be necessary to develop his

testimony." it may be that the Court had been given an

inadequate explanation of the purpose of the phrase. That
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purpose is to permit, in the court's discretion, the use of

leading questions on preliminary or introductory matters,

refreshing memory, questions to ignorant or illiterate persons or

children, all as permitted by prior Texas practice and the common

law, C. McCORMICK & R. RAY, TEXAS LAW OF EVIDENCE secs. 576-579

(2d ed. 1956); C. McCORMICK, EVIDENCE sec. 6 (3rd ed. 1984). The

federal counterpart contains the exception for the reasons

suggested above, see Fed. R. Evid,. 611(c) advisory committee

note. Without this exception phrase, the sentence appears to be

an absolute ban on leading questions in the instances listed.'

above.

RULE 611.

The committee recommends to the Court that rule 611 be

amended by adding the phrase "for the purpose of impeaching the

testimony of the witness," as shown below.

Rule 611. Writing Used To Refresh Memory.

If a witness uses a writing to refresh his memory for the

purpose of testifying either -

(1) while testifying, or

(2) before testifying, if the court'in its discretion

determines it is necessary in the interests of justice,

an adverse party is entitled to have the writing produced at the

hearing, to inspect it, to cross-examine the witness thereon,

and, for the purpose of impeaching the testimony of the witness,

to introduce in evidence those portions which relate to the

testimony of the witness . . .

Note.

The reason for the amendment is given in the Reporter's

Reporter's Note: The present language apparently makes the

portions of the statement which relate to the testimony of the

witness admissible without restriction, and it has locally been

so construed. No justification is seen, however, for making such

writings generally admissible simply because they were used by a

witness to assist him in recalling certain historical facts. See

-125 A.L.R. 78. If the drafters of the rules had intended such

writings to be admissible for the truth of the matters asserted,

it must be assumed that they would have added such a provision to

Rule 803.

The committee recommends to the Court that rule 881(e)(1)(A)

be amended by deleting the words "and was given under oath

subject to the penalty of perjury at a trial, hearing, or other

proceeding," as shown below.
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Rule 801 DEFINITIONS.

The following definitions apply under this -article:

(a) . . .

(e) Statements which are not hearsay. A statement is not

hearsay if-- -

(1) Prior statement by witness. The declarant testifies

at the trial or hearing and is subject to cross-examination

concerning the statement, and the statement is (A)

inconsistent with his testimony, [ and was given under oath

subject to the penalty of perjury at a trial, hearing, or

other proceeding, ] or (B) . . .

I

The reason for the recommended deletion is stated in the

Reporter's Note.

Reporter's Note: The bracketed restriction on the use of prior

inconsistent statements of a witness as substantive evidence was

taken from the Federal Rules. It was not in the U.S. Supreme

Court's version of those Rules. It was added by Congress out of

concerns that had solely to do with criminal cases. Our Rules,

which apply only to civil cases, should permit substantive use of

any prior inconsistent statement by one who "testifies at the

trial or hearing and is subje.ct to cross-examination concerning

the statement." The trial cross-examination and demeanor are

adequate to permit the jury•to choose which version to believe.

There is absolutely no reason in civil cases not to implement

fully this reform of the common lawthat was avidly supported by

Wigmore, Morgan, McCormick, Holmes, Learned Hand, and, so far as

we know, every other reputable authority on the law of evidence.

The committee recommends to the Court that rule 881(e)(3) be

changed by substituting the word "used" for the word "offered"

and by adding a comment to the rule, all as follows.

Rule 801. DEFINITIONS.

The following definitions apply under this article:

(a) . . .

(e) Statements which are not hearsay. A statement is not

hearsay if--

(3) Depositions. It is a deposition taken and [offered]

used in accordance with the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure.

Comment. See rule 207, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure,

regarding use of depositions.

The reason for the change and for adding the comment is as

follows. When the Liaison Committee first proposed the new

Rules, it wanted to preserve existing Texas deposition practice,

particularly the practice of not requiring unavailability of

deponent. It wanted no conflict on this point between the Rules

and the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure. It felt that the best
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approach was to take out of the definition of hearsay,

depositions taken and offered under or in accordance with the

Texas Rules of Civil Procedure.

This year's committee felt that the original intent is

better stated.in the Rules by the changes proposed above and by

adding also a comment to Rule 804(b)(1). The party offering a

deposition would first seek admission under 801(e)(3). Failing

there, he would fall back to 804(b)(1).

The committee recommends to the Court that rule 803(6) be

amended by inserting the phrase "or by affidavit that complies

with rule 902(10)" as shown below.

Rule 803. HEARSAY EXCEPTIONS; AVAILABILITY OF DECLARANT

IMMATERIAL. The following are not excluded by the hearsay rule,

even though the declarant is available as a witness:

(6) Records of regularly conducted activity. A memorandum,

report, record, or data compilation, in any form, of acts,

events, conditions, opinions, or diagnoses, made at or near

the time by, or from information transmitted by, a person

with knowledge, if kept in the course of a regularly

conducted business activity, and if it was the regular

practice of that business activity to make the memorandum,

report, record, or data cornpilation, all as shown by the

testimony of the custodian or other qualified witness, or by

affidavit that complies with rule 902(10), unless the sourcE

of information or the method or circumstances of preparatior.

indicate lack of trustworthiness. "Business" as used in

this paragraph includes any and every kind of regular

organized activity whether conducted for profit or not."

The reason for the addition is to cause 803(6) better to

conform to, comply with, or accommodate the procedure when the

record is authenticated not by testimony but by the 902(10)

affidavit.

The committee recommends to the Court that a comment be

added to rule 804(b)(1) as follows.

Rule 804. HEARSAY EXCEPTIONS; DECLARANT UNAVAILABLE

(a) . . .

(b) Hearsay exceptions. The following are not excluded if the

declarant is unavailable as a witness--

(1) Former testimony. Testimony given as a witness at

another hearing of the same or a differj^nt proceeding, or in

a deposition taken in the course of the same or another

proceeding, if the party against whom the testimony is now

offered, or a person with a similar interest, had an

opportunity and similar motive to develop the testimony by

direct, cross, or redirect examination.

9



Comment. A deposition in some circumstances may- be -

admissible without regard to unavailability of the deponent.

See rule 801(e) (3) and comment thereto.

The reason for adding the comment is as follows. When the

Liaison Committee first proposed the new Rules, it wanted to

preserve existing Texas deposition practice, particularly the

practice of not requiring unavailability of deponent. It wanted

no conflict on this point between the Rules and the Texas Rules

of Civil Procedure. It felt that the best approach was to take

out of the definition of hearsay, depositions taken and offered

under or in accordance with the Texas' Rules of Civil Procedure.

P

This year's committee felt that the original intent is

better stated by the change and comment to 801(e) (3) and by

adding the above comment to 804 (b) (1) . The party offering a

deposition would first seek admission under 801(e)(3). Failing

The committee recommends•to the Court that the notary's

jurat in rule 902(10) (b) be changed in form as follows.

Delete:

Notary Public in and for

Substitute:

My comrnission expires:

County, Texas.

Notary Public, State of Texas

Notary's printed name:

The reason for the change is given in the Reporter's Note.

Reporter's Note: The notary's jurat fo•rm we presently have •in

the Rules is obsolete. Amendments to TEX.REV.CIV.STAT.ANN. arts.

5949(1), 5954 and 5960, (Vernon Supp 1985), give notaries

statewide jurisdiction, direct that the notary print or stamp his

name and the expiration date of his comm'ission, and that the seal

carry the words "Notary Public, State of Texas," without mention

of the county.

RULE 1007.

The committee rgcommends that the Court change the title of

the rule by deleting the word "permission" and substituting the

word "admission," to read:

10



Rule 1007. Testimony or Written [Permission] Admission of Party.

Contents of writings, recordings, or photographs may be

proved by the testimony or deposition of the party against whom

offered or by his.written admission, without accounting for the

nonproduction of the original.

The reason for the change is given in the Reporter's Note.

Reporter's Note: Texas rule 1007 was copied from Federal 1007.

The title to Federal 1007 is: "Testimony or Written Admission of

Party." The title recommended by the State Bar Liaison Committee

to the Supreme Court was: "Testimony or Written Admission of

Party." The rule relates to "admissions" and not to'

"permissions." One suspects that the change to "Permission" was

a typographical error somewhere along the line. It should be

corrected.

t
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-AGENDA FOR MEETING

10 A.M., FRIDAY, APRI1 12, 1985, ROOM 104, TEXAS LAW CENTER

COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATION OF RULES OF EVIDENCE IN CIVIL CASES

Rule 301. Presumptions In Civil Cases.

(a) Scope of rule. This rule aoverns only those

presumptions listed below and others that function

predominantly to facilitate the deterrnination of an

issue in the action. It does not govern assumotiohs of

fact which are not reauired to be made, assumptions

which are conclusive on-the fectfinders, or assumptions

controlled by the Constitution, by statute, or by other

rules prescribed by the Suaren^e Court pursuant to

statutory autnority. To the extent not inconsistent

herewith, statutes which•state that a presumption

exists or which nrovide that a fact orLfacts is prima

facie evidence of other facts establish presumDtions

within the scooe of this rule.

(b) Definition. Under this rule, a presumption is a

rebuttable assumntion of fact which must be drawn from

another fact or aroua_ of facts established in the

action.

(c) Rebuttal of presumptions. A presumotion under this

rule is rebutted when convincing evidence of the

nonexistence or non-truth of the presumed fact has been

admitted. The adeauacy of the convincing power of

evidence adduced in rebuttal of a presumed fact shall

in all cases be determined by the judge. When the

presumed fact has been rebutted with adequate evidence,

the niandatory effect of the presumption ceases to be

effective in the action.

(d) Existence of basic fact or facts. The existence of the

fact or facts necessary to give rise to a presumption,

if any, shall be determined by the factfinders unless

reasonable minds would necessarily agree that such fact

or facts are more probably true than not, or are more

probably not true, in which case the judqe shall

determine their existence, or unless the existence of

sucn fact or facts has otherwise been conclt^sivelv

determined or established.

(e) Effect of presumntions. Presumptions under this rule

operate, to imoose on the party against whom they

ooeratz the burden of og ina forward with evidence to

rebut or r.teet the presumed fact, but do not shift to

suc7 oartv the burden of persuasion of the nonexistence

or non-truth of tne presumed fact.



(f) Instructions. In any case in which the factfinders

under (d) above have the responsibility of determining

the existence of the facts nece"ssary to give rise to a

presumption, if all evidence in the case does not

amount to convincing proof of the nonexistence or non-

truth of the presumed fact, the judge shail instruct

the I urv in a prober case that if they find the basic

facts proved by a preponderance of the evidence, they_

must find the presumed fact proved.

(g) Illustrations. By way of illustration only, and not Ly

wa of limitation, the following are examples of

presumptions within the scope of this rule. It is

presumed that:

(1) Money delivered by one to another was due the

latter.

(2) A thing delivered by one to another belonged to

the latter.

(3) An ooligation delivered up to a debtor has been

r.)aid.

(4) A oerson in ^ossession of an order on himself for

the QavRtent of money or the delivery of a thing

paid the money or delivered the thing accordingly.

(5) An obligation possessed by the creditor has not

receipt for

produced.

or installments have been paid when

later rent or installments has been

(7) The things that a person possesses are owned by

^

(S)

(9)

M.

A person who exercises acts of

property is the owner of it.

and judaes of such courts, acted in the lawful

exercise of the court's jurisdiction.

ownership over

a

State and federal courts of the United States and

courts of general jurisdiction of other nations,

(10) A duly entered judGn,ent correctly determined or

set forth the rights and obligations of the

parties.

(11) Official duty was duly and regularlv performed,

except that this presumption does not applv to an

arrest or search made without a warrant.

(12) A person a-cting in a public office was regularly

appointed or elected to that office.

(13) Private transactions were conducted fairly,

honestly, and in aood faith.

(14) A person takes ordinarv care of his own concerns.

(15) Things happened according to the ordinarv course

of nature and the ordinary habits of life.

(16) A person or entity obeyed the law and performed a

dutv intooseci uoon hin, or it by 1`aw.
_ - `

(17) The ordinarv course of reaularlv organized

activitv has been followed.



(18) A fact,-condition, or state shown to exist

continued as long as was usual for such fact,

condition, or state to continue.

(19) A fact, condition, or stat'e shown to exist at one

time existed prior thereto f(7r a continuous period

usual for such fact, condition, or state to exist.

(20) A writing was truly dated.

(21) A communication correctly addressed, stamped, and

properly mailed was received by the addressee.

thereof in the ordinary course of mail.

(22) A communication delivered to a telegraph company,

ordered transmitted to an addressee, and paid for

or agreed to be paid for, was delivered to the

addressee thereof in due course.

(23) A communication received in the ordinary course of

mail, or within a brief period, purportedly in

response to an earlier communication from the

recipient, was from the person or entity to whom

the earlier communication was addressed.

(24) A book purporting to have been printed or

published by public authority was so printed or

published.

(25) A book purporting to contain reports of cases

adjudged in tribunals of -the state or nation where

the book was published contains correct reports of

such cases.

(26) Evidence willfully suppressed or withheld by a

party would have been adverse to him if produced

unless the suppression or withholding was

satisfactorily explained.

(27) Testimony of a party about a material fact within

his knowledge not produced would have been adverse

to him if produced unless the non-production was

satisfactorily explained.

(28) Testimony of an available witness related to or

under the control of a party not produced by that

party would have been adverse to him if produced.

(29) A person who perfornted work or services for

another was employed by that other person.

(30) Persons acting as partners have entered into a

contract of partnership.

(31) The driver of a vehicle owned by another was at

the time of an injury to a third person the agent

of the owner and was acting within the scope of

his agency.

(32) Acauiescence followed front a belief that the

(33)

(34)

(35)

matter acquiesced in was conformable tA the right

and to fact.

A person is and was in average, normal health.

A Qerson is and was sane and mentally comoetent.

A child over ten years of age is contoetent to

testify.

(36) An adult female is capable of bearing children and

an adult male is capable of procreation.

(37) A child was alive when born.



(38) A person is the sante person as another whose name

is identical.

(39) A person intended the ordinarv, natural, and

probable consequences of his voluntary act.

(40) An unexplained death from external causes was not

suicide.

(41) The law of a sister state is the same as that of

the forun -i state.

D

Reporter's Note: The draft of a rule concerning certain

presumptions is reconaitended for inclusion in the Texas Rules of

Evidence. Since no Rule 301 is presently in such rules, this

proposal is for an addition to the rules rather than a change.

The vast bulk of presurruptions generally recognized in Texas

and elsewhere are those that have. been created primarily to

facilitate or simplify proof of ce•rtain facts. The application

of such presumptions in the trial of cases has, however, been

attended by extensive confusion, divergent views, inconsistent

subordinate rules, and imprecise language that has done little to

clarify problenL areas. It is suggested, therefore, that

clarification of the subject by a rule that will control most of

the troublesonie areas will be most valuable to bench and bar

alike. -

It will be noted that the proposed rule covers only those

presunLptions which.were created primarily to facilitate proof and

to simplify the determination of issues of fact. It expressly

does not cover those so-called presumptions which are based upon

social policies or significant equitable considerations. Thus,

it does not cover, for example, presumptions favoring the

validity of marriages, the legitimacy of children, or the

security of persons who entrust themselves or their property to

fiduciaries, or which affect various individual rights, as the

presuMption of death after seven years of absence. Presumptions

of such nature are very often held to shift; to the party against

whom they operate, burdens of proof as the to non-existence of

the presumed facts, which burdens are of varying weights; often

produce results which are beyond the scope of evidentiary

considerations; and often operate to aggravate already excessivCs

confusion and ambiguity that exist in the area. It has been

convincingly argued that in many of the situations covered by

such presumptions the task should be one of substantive law and

the problems to which the presumptions are addressed should be

resolved by providing rules of decision by statute or decisional

law. Thus, the affairs of persons affected by the presumption of

death of a person absent for seven years should be determined on

the basis of factors relevant to each effect and not exclusively

upon the operation of evidentiary device. See, e.g., Uniform

Absence as Evidence of Death and Absentee's Property Act, 8A

U.L.A. 5-14. Such rules of decision have been adopted in Texas

in the case of simultaneous deaths in lieu of presumptions



formerly operative in-the area. See Sec. 47, Texas Probate Code.

In summary, any attempt in the rules of evidence to cover

presumptions of this nature should be left to the legislature'or

to further development by decisional law,.

Although variant language exists in Texas decisional law,

subsections (a) through (f) of the proposed rule probably

reflects the consensus of the several cases dealing with this

subject except that the provision in (c) that convincing evidence

is required effectively to rebut a presumption of the nature

covered by the rule is not so reflected. Although this is a

departure from those cases that have considered this matter, it

is included for the following reasons: basically, if the

circumstances that motivate the creation of a presumption are

sufficient for that purpose, the presumption itself should be

strong enough to survive rebuttal evidence that is nothing more

than "a mere tapping at the window," but further, other tests are

unsatisfactory for other reasons. If evidence only sufficient to

justify a finding of the non-existence of the presumed fact

should be the criterion, not only would this possibly remove from

the province of the judge the determination of the credibility of

witnesses but it would also constitute an inappropriate test in

this connection for it is most corumonly the basis for judicial

admission of evidence concerning which-the factfinders have a

function to determine admissibility. If evidence amounting to a

preponderance of the evidence should be the criterion, again the

convincing quality of such evidence might be extremely slight for

in most cases the only "evidence" supporting the presumed fact

will be the inference logically drawable from the fact or facts

which give rise to the presumption, and very little evidence may

be needed to preponderate over such inference. On the other

hand, "convincing evidence" is a standard that can easily be

applied, offers considerable flexibility, and would not restrict

the discretion of judges as other tests logically could.

Again,, although variant language exists in Texas decisional

law, substantially all of the listed presumptions in subsection

(g) are either directly or.indirectly supported, in letter or in

general substance, by Texas cases. There are two notable

exceptions: no cases have been located which directly support'

either the presumption in subsection (12) or in (35).- Respecting

(12), however, it would appear to be a logical corollary of (11);

and respecting (35), it would appear to be valuable in obviating

voir dire examination of children as to whom normally no question

of competency will be presented.

Rule 413. Film or Videotape Recording of Executionof Will.

A film or videotape recording of the execution of a will, is

admissible as evidence of the identity and competency of the

person makina the will, and of any other atatter relatina to the

will and its validitv.



Reporter's Note. Texas State Representative Frank Collazo has

introduced HB 247 in the 1985 legislature. The bill is set out

below.

Representative Collazo and Justice James Wallace have

discussed the matter and Justice Wallace has written

Representative Collazo as follows [reporter has edited the

letterJ:

"Rules of Evidence 401 defines relevant evidence as any

evidence which has a tendency to make the existence of a fact

that is of consequence in the determination of the action,

(identity and/or competency of the testator) more probable or

less probable than it would be without the evidence.

Rules of Evidence 402 prov.ides that all relevant evidence

is.admissible. (with certain exceptions not applicable here).

Rules of Evidence 1001(2) defines photographic evidence as

including video tapes and movie films.

Thus, the Rules of Evidence now require a trial judge to

admit into evidence any film or videotape which would tend to

prove or rebut the identity or competency of a testator. All

that would be required is that the firm or videotape be

authenticated so as to convince the judge that it is what it

purports to be and not an attempt to defraud the court.

As we discussed, the Supreme Court and the Legislature have

had a tacit understanding that the Court will research, study and

p'romulgate Rules of Procedure and Evidence, and submit them to

the bench, bar and Legislature. If the Legislature disapproves

of a specific rule, they will then amend it by statute.

I truly believe that the above rules provide for what H.B.

247 attempts to accomplish. The State Bar Committee on the Rules

of Evidence will meet in Austin on April 1.2, 1985. I appreciate

your consideration in holding up on H.B. 247 until that time.

The Committee welcomes any input you wish to give us on the,above

rules. I am, by a copy of this letter, requesting Dean Newell

Blakely, Chairman of the Committee, to put this on the Agenda"for

the April 12th meeting."

This reporter agrees with Judge Wallace that no addition to

the present Rules of Evidence is necessary to achieve

Representative Collazo:s objectives.



By B. No.

A BILL TO BE ENTITLED

relating to the use as evidence of a film or videotape of the

execution of a wi-11.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF TEXAS:

SECTION 1. Chapter 5, Texas Probate Code, is amended

by adding Section 84A to read as follows:

Sec. 84A. FILM OR VIDEOTAPE AS EVIDENCE. (a) A filn,

or videotape recording of the execution of a will, is admissible

as evidence of the identity and competency of the person making

the will, and of any other matter relating to the will and its

validity.

(b) This section does not prevent the supreme court

from adopting rules o^ evidence relating to the use of film and

videotape evidence in other proceedings, or from supplementing

this section with other rules not inconsistent with the section.

SECTION 2. This Act takes effect September 1, 1985.

SECTION 3. The importance of this legislation and the

crowded condition of the calendars in both houses create an

emergency and an imperative public necessity that the

constitutional rule requiring bills to be read on three several

days in each house be.suspended, and this rule is hereby

suspended.



Rule 509. Physician/Patient Privilege

(d) Exceptions. Exceptions to confidentiality or privilege in

court or administrative proceedings Pxist:

(4) [In any litigation or administrative proceeding, if

relevant, brought by the patient or someone on his behalf if the

patient is attempting to recover monetary damages for any

physical or mental condition including death of the patient. Any

information is discoverable in any court or administrative

proceeding in this state if the court or administrative body has

jurisdiction over the subject matter, pursuant to rules of

procedure specified for the matters:] as to a communication or

record relevant to an issue of the physicaw, mental or emotional

condition of a patient in anyyproceeding in which he relies upon

the condition as an element of his claim or defense, or, after

the patient's death, in any _2roceedina in which any party relies

upon the condition as an element of his claim or defense.

f

Reporter's Note: As the rules presently stand, the patient-

litigant exception to the physician/patient privilege is narrower

than that of the psychotherapist/patient privilege. This

disparity appears to be inadvertant rather than the product of

any rationally ordered scheme. Last year, this Committee

recommended, and the Supreme Court adopted, an amended patient-

litigant exception to the psychotherapist/patient privilege. The

Committee acted only,after a good deal of debate and

-consideration was given to the proposed amendment.

Unfortunately, however, the Committee neglected to propose that

a similar change be made in the physician/patient privilege. The

change proposed here is simply to amend the patient-litigant

exception to the physician/patient privilege so that it conforms

to that of the psychotherapist/patient privilege. In addition to

promoting uniformity, such a change makes sense for two reasons.

First, it is illogical to have a narrower exception to the

physician/patient privilege than to the psychotherapist/patient

privilege. There is little doubt that communications to '

psychotherapists tend to be of a much more sensitive nature than

communications to physicians and that disclosure of

communications made during psychotherapy present a greater danger

of embarrassment and humiliation to the patient. Thus, if any

difference is to exist between the patient-litigant exceptions to

these privileges, the narrower exception ought to apply to the

psychotherapist/patient privilege.

Second, the change would address one of the concerns which

has been raised with regard to the effect of the

physician/patient privilege. The privilege has been asserted in

will contests by the personal representative of the estate in

order to shield from disclosure evidence of the testator's

physical and mental condition. The comment has been made that

this places the.key to the truth of the case in the hands of the



person most likely to benefit from a will written by an

incompetent testator. By providing for any exception "after the

patient's death, in any proceeding in which any party relies upon

the condition as an element of his clai7tor defense," the rule

would no longer allow the personal representative of an estate to

claim the privilege on behalf of the testator where the

testator's capacity is at issue.

Rule 509. Physician/Patient Privilege

(d) Exceptions. Exceptions to confidentiality or privilege in

court or administrative proceedings exist:

(5) in any disciplinary investigation or proceeding of a

physician conducted under or pursuant to the Medical Practice

Act, art. 4495b, Vernon's Texas Civil Statutes, or of a

registered nurse under or pursuant to arts. 4525,4527a, 4527b,

and 4527c, Vernon's Texas Civil Statutes, provided that the
board shall protect the iden.tity of any patient whose medical

records are examined, except for those patients covered under

subparagraph (d)(1) or those patients who have submitted written

consent to the release of their medical records as provided by

paragraph (e) ;

Reporter's Note: This change was instigated by counsel to the

Board of Nurse Examiners. That Board has the same statutory duty

and investigatory needs regarding unprofessional conduct of

re2istered nurses as the Board of Medical Examiners has regarding

physicians. Cases brought before the Board frequently involve

allegations of drug abuse or theft of drugs by nurses.

Investigating such claims frequently requires examination of

patient records to determine whether the accused nurse has

falsified them in order to divert drugs to his or her own use.

An exception to the physician/patient privi•lege already exists to

allow the Board of Medical Examiners to carry out its statutory

duties. The addition of the proposed language would permit the

Board of Nurse Examiners to carry out its important

responsibilities as well.

Rule 509. Physician/Patient Privilege.

(a) . . .

(d) Exceptions. Exceptions to confidentiality or privilege in

court or administrative proceedings exist:

(1)

.

(4) [in any litigation or administrative proceeding, if

relevant, brought by the patient or someone on his behalf if the

patient is attempting to recover monetary damages for any

physical or mental condition including death of the patient.] as

to a communication or record relevant to an issue of the



physical, mental or emotional condition of a patient in any

proceeding in which any party relies upon the condition as an

element of his claim or defense, or, after the patient's death,

in any proceeding in which any party re,lies upon the condition as

an element of his claim or defense. Any information is

discoverable in any court or administrative proceeding in this

state if the court or administrative body has jurisdiction over

the subject matter, pursuant to rules of procedure specified for

the matters.

Reporter's Note: Another matter which I believe should be

considered by the committee during its April 12th meeting

concerns Rule 509 (d) (4) and Rule 510 (d) (5) , these being the

litigation exceptions to the physician/patient and mental health

information privileges respectively. .

These two provisions appear,.to be different in that Rule

509(d)(4) appears to apply only when the patient is a plaintiff

whereas 510(d)(5) applies when the patient is relying upon his

condition as an element of his claim or defense.

It is my opinion that these two provisions should be made

uniform not only for the sake of uniformity, but also because it

is somewhat confusing as to which one will apply when the treating

professional is a person authorized to practice medicine, which

all psychiatrists are required to be.

Rule 510. Confidentiality of Mental Health Information.

(a) . . . ,

(d) Exceptions. Exceptions to the privilege in court

proceedings exist:

(5) as to a communication or record r-elevant to an issue of

the physical, mental or emotional condition of a patient in any

proceeding in which [he] any party relies upon the condition.as

an element of his claim or defense, or, after the patient's

death, in any proceeding in which any party relies upon the

condition as an element of his claim or defense. Any

information is discoverable in any court or administrative

proceeding in this state if the court or adziinistrative body has

jurisdiction over the subject matter, pursuant to rules of

procedure specified for the matters.

Reporter's Note: Another matter which I believe should be

considered by the committee during its April 12th meeting

concerns Rule 509(d)(4) and Rule 510 (d)(5), these being the

litigation exceptions to the physician/patient and niental health

information privileges respectively.



These two provisions appear to be different in that Rule

509(d)(4) appears to -apply only when the patient is a plaintiff

whereas 510(d)(5) applies when the patient is relying upon his

condition as,an element of his claim or defense.

It is my opinion that these two provisions should be made

uniform not only for the sake of uniformity, but also because it

is somewhat confusing as to which one will apply when the

treating professional is a person authorized to practice

medicine, which all psychiatrists,are required to be.

Rule 601. Competency and Incompetency of Witnesses.

(a) Every person is competent to be a witness except as

otherwise provided in these rules. The following witnesses shall

be incompetent to testify in any proceeding subject to these

rules:

(1) Insane persons . . .

(2) Children. Children or"other persons who, after being

examined by the Court, appear not to possess sufficient intellect

to relate transactions with respect to which they are

interrogated. [, or who do not understand the obligation of an

oath.] ^

Reporter's Note: Texas State Representative Mike Toomey has

introduced in the 1985 legislature HB 240 which would, among

other things, add to Texas Rule of Evidence 601(a)(2) the words:

"However, no child nine-years of age or younger may be excluded

from giving testimony for the sole reason that such child does

not understand the obligation of an oath. Such child's testimony

shall be admitted to the trier of fact and the trier of fact

shall be the sole judge of the credibility of the testimony."

Justice James P. Wallace has written to representative

Toomey the following letter:

"For a number of years the Court has had a tacit agreement

with the Legislature that we would try to work out any suggested

changes in the rules as may be needed. That has been carried

over into the Rules of Evidence. The understanding has been that

the Court should make the changes rather than the Legislature if

at all possible. This gives an opportunity for a wider range of

input from those practitioners and judges who work with the rules

on a regular basis.

The Standing Committee on Rules of Evidence wil"1 nteet in

Austin on April 12, at 1E:00 A.M. at the Texas Law Center. Would

you agree to hold up action on H.B. 240 until that time? We

would like for you and someone from the group who is asking for

the change to appear at this meeting and give us your views to

the end that we can attenLpt to work out this matter."



All of the foregoing was placed before Professor Black, who

responded as follows:

"I have received your note date February 22, 1985 enclosing

House Bill 240 which proposes a change in the provisions of Texas

Rule of Evidence 606 (a) (2) .

It is my recommendation that the objectives sought by this

bill can be better accomplished by simply deleting from the

present rule the final clause which reads, "or who do not

understand the obligation of an oath" so that the rule will

hereinafter read:

"(2) Children. Children or other persons who, after

being examined by the Court, appear not to possess

sufficient intellect to relate transactions with respect to

which they are interrogated'.°

I can see good reasons for not wanting a witness' testimony

to be excluded solely because the.witness does not understand the

obligation of an,oath but I do not see any reason for cutting

this off at nine years of age. Moreover, it is unlikely that

many witnesses will "appear not to possess sufficient intellect

to relate transactions" but can underst_and the obligation of an

oath; thus we are losing very little by this recommended change.

Please place this on the agenda for the meeting scheduled

for April 12th."

Rule 610. See proposal.••

Add as new Rule 610, Federal Rule 610; renumber existing

Rules 610-613 accordingly.

Federal Rule 610 provides:

Rule 610. Religious Beliefs or Opinions

Evidence of the belief's or opinions of a witness on matters

of religion is not admissible for the purpose of showing that by

reason of their nature his credibility is impaired or enhanced.

Reason for proposal:

This innocuous Rule was deleted by the Supreme Court for

unknown reasons. Its deletion is apt to cause confusion and

dispute. Surely the Court did not mean to imply that a witness

can be impeached or supported by showing the nature of his

religious beliefs or opinions, e.g., his beliefs concerning the

existence of an afterlife and the possibility of Divine

punishment for false swearing. Yet the conspicuous absence of

this Rule from our adopted Rules could be argued to support such

a ridiculous inquiry.



Perhaps the Court was concerned that Rule 610 would operate

to bar inquiry for any purposes into the religious affiliation,

practices, or beliefs of a witness, which sometimes have a

legitimate relevancy, for impeachment or, on the merits of a case.

In fact Rule 610 is quite narrow, as the Advisory Committee's

Note to the Federal Rule explains:

While the rule forecloses inquiry into the religious

beliefs or opinions of a witness for the purpose of showing

that his character for truthfulness is affected by their

nature, an inquiry for the purpose of showing interest or

bias because of them is not within the prohibition. Thus

disclosure of affiliation with a church which is a party to

the litigation would be allowable under the rule.

In addition to permitting such bias or interest impeachment, Rule

610 would have no bearing on cases where a person's religious

affiliation or practices are relevant to the merits of the case,

such as where, in a child custody case, a parent's bizarre "cult"

practices might be relevant to whether custody with that parent

would be in the best interests of the child.

Submitted by Guy Wellborn,

Mike Sh_arlot, and

Steve Goode

Rule 610. Mode and Order of Interrogation and Presentation.

(c) Leading questions. Leading questions should not be used on

_ the direct examination of a witness except as may be necessary to

develop his testimony . . .

Reporter's Note: The 1982 Texas Rules of Evidence Proposed Code

contained the sentence "Leading questions should not be used on

the direct examination of a witness except as may be necessary to

develop his testimony." The Supreme Court dropped from the

sentence the phrase "except' as may be necessary to develop his

testimony." It may be that the Court had been given an -

inadequate explanation of the purpose of the phrase. That

purpose is to permit, in the court's discretion, the use of

leading questions on prelintinary or introductory inatters,

refreshing memory, questions to ignorant or illiterate persons or

children, all as permitted by prior Texas practice and the common

law, C. McCORMICK & R. RAY, TEXAS LAW OF EVIDENCE secs. 576-579

(2d ed. 1956); C. McCORMICK, EVIDENCE sec. 6 (3rd ed. 1984). The

federal counterpart contains the exception for the reasons

suggested above, see Fed. R. Evid. 611(c) advisory committee

note. Without this exception phrase, the sentence appears to be

an absolute ban on leading questions in the instances listed

above.



I
Rule 611. Writing Used To. Refresh'Memory.

If a witness uses a writing to refresh his memory for the

purpose of testifying either -

(1) while testifying, or

(2) before testifying, if"the court in its discretion

determines it is necessary in the interests of justice,

an adverse party is entitled to have the writing produced at the

hearing, to inspect it, to cross-examine the witness thereon,

and, for the purpose of impeaching the testimony of the witness,

to introduce in evidence those portions which relate to the

testimony of the witness . . .

Reporter's Note: The present language apparently makes the

portions of the statenient which 'relate to the testimony of the

witness admissible without restriction, and it has locally been

so construed. No justification is seen, however, for making such

writings generally admissible sinply because they were used by a

witness to assist him in recalling certain historical facts. See

125 A.L.R. 78. If the drafters of the rules had intended such

writings to be admissible for the truth of the matters asserted,

it must be assumed that they would have added such a provision to

Rule 803.

Rule 613. Exclusion of Witnesses.

At the request of a party the court shall order witnesses

excluded so that they ca"nnot hear the testimony of other

witnesses, and it may make the order of its own motion. This

rule does not authorize exclusion of (1) a party who is a natural

person, or a party's spouse who has a financial interest in the

outcome, or (2) an officer or employee of a party which is not a

natural person designated as its representative by its attorney,

or (3) a person whose presence is shown by a party to be

essential to the presentation of his cause.

r

Reporter's Note: Under Rule 267 of the Texas Rules of Civil

Procedure it has been held error to exclude "under the rule" the

spouse of a party, the spouse having a financial interest in the

outcome. Martin v. Burcham, 203 S.W.2d 807 (Tex.Civ.App.--Fort

Worth 1947, no writ).

/ I- Rule 613. Exclusion of Witnesses.

At the request of a party the court shall order witnesses

excluded so that they cannot hear the testimony of other

witnesses, and it may make the order of its own motion. This

rule does not authorize exclusion of (1) a party who is a natural

person, or (2) an officer or employee of a party which is not a

natural person designated as its representative by its attorney,

or (3) a person whose presence,during the testinionv of one or

more persons or the presentation of certain evidence, is shown by

a party to be essential to the presentation of his cause.



Reporter's Note: The reporter does not feel the change is

necessary. It is, however, a possible response to a problem

raised in a March 23, 1983 letter to Justi'ce James Wallace from

Judge James C. Onion, 73rd District Court, Bexar County. The

reporter has so edited the letter as to omit parts not directly

bearing on the problem. The letter, as edited, follows:

". .. I do want to call to your attention something that

has occurred to me and I think will cause us trial judges

problems in the future . . . rule 613 entitled 'Exclusion of

Witnesses' which we have always called commonly, 'Invoking the

Rule'. The last exclusion saying the rule cannot be invoked as

to three (3) •.. . 'A person whose presence is shown by a party

to be essential to the presentation of his cause'. ..This is the

last sentence in rule 613. A close reading would indicate that a

party would say that every person that he has called is essential

to the presentation of his case and therefore should be excused

front the rule because the rule itself does not authorize the

exclusion of that party. I know that there was undoubtedly

another purpose in mind for section three. . . the real reason

behind this was possibly allowing another expert to sit in while

the defendant's expert testified or allowing the defendant's

expert too sit in while a plaintiff's expert testified. But a

plain reading of the language in the rule indicates that every

witness that a party thinks is essential to his case can be

excluded front the rule and hence, defeats rule 613 to start with.

I think someone should change the language because while it may

be clear . . . to the trial court, what was possibly intended is

certainly not going to be . . . clear to the lawyers who want to

have their witnesses remain in the court room . . . And they are

going to urge that the language is clear to the effect that any

one that they think is essential to the presentation of their

case be excluded. A lot of unnecessary court time is to be

consumed unless better language is utilized. Maybe I'm

misreading the whole idea, but, I'm not misreading it the way a

trial lawyer is going to use it ...

Rule 801. Definitions.

The following definitions apply under this article:

(a)

(e) Statements which are not hearsay. A statement is not

hearsay if--

(1) Prior statement by witness. The declarant testifies at

the trial or hearing and is subject to cross-examination

concerning the statement, and the statement is (A)

inconsistent with his testimony, [and was given under oath

subject to the penalty of perjury at a trial, hearing, or

other proceeding,] or (B) . . .



Reporter's Note: The bracketed restriction on the use of prior

inconsistent statements of a witness as substantive evidence was

taken from the Federal Rules. It was not in the U.S. Sunreme

Court's version of those Rules. It was added by Congress out of

concerns that had solely to do with criminal cases. Our Rules,

which apply only to civil cases, should permit substantive use of

any prior inconsistent statement by one who "testifies at the

trial or hearing and is subject to cross-examination concerning

the statement." The trial cross-examination and demeanor are

adequate to permit the jury to choose which version to believe.

There is absolutely no reason in civil cases not to implement

fully this reform of the common law that was avidly supported by

Wigmore, Morgan, McCormick, Holmes, Learned Hand, and, so far as

we know, everyother reputable authority on the law of evidence.

` ^(. Rule 801. Definitions.

The following definitions apply under this article:

(a) . . .

(e) Statements which are not hearsay. A statement is not

hearsay if--

(3) Depositions. It is a deposition taken in the same

proceeding and offered in accordance with the Texas Rules of

Civil Procedure.

Reporter's Note: "I have a proposal that I would like to submit

for the Committee's consideration. As I pointed out at the end

of the meeting last year there seems to be a conflict between

Rule 801(e)(3), which provides as "not hearsay . . . a deposition

taken and offered in accordance with the Texas Rules of Civil

Procedure" and Rule 804(b) (1) which provides as an exception to

the hearsay rule "a deposition taken in the course of the

same . . . proceeding . . ."

It is my impression that the intent of the Committee in

recommending these rules was that depositions taken in the same

proceeding would be nonhearsay and that depositions taken in

another proceeding would be admitted as an exception to the

hearsay rule under the limitations of the "former testimony"

exception in 804(b)(1). This intention is consistent with the

Texas Rules of Civil Procedure which, unlike the Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure, allow the free use of depositions taken in the

same proceeding.

I therefore propose that Rule 801(e) (3) be changed to read

as follows:

"(3) Depositions. It is a deposition taken in the same

preceeding and offered in accordance with the Texas Rules of

Civil Procedure."



And that Rule 804(b)(1) be changed to read as follows:

"(1) Former testimony. Testimcny given as a witness at

another hearing of the same or a different proceeding, or in

a deposition taken in the course of [the sante or) another

proceeding, if the party against whom the testimony is now

offered, or a person with a similar interest, had an

opportunity and. similar motive to develop the testimonyby

direct, cross, or redirect examination."

Rule 803(6). Records of Regularly Conducted Activity.

A mentorandum, report, record, or data compilation, in any

form, of acts; events, conditions, opinions, or diagnoses,

received or made at or near the t.ime by, or from information

transmitted by, a person with knowledge, if made or kept in the

course of a regularly conducted business activity, and if it was

the reaular practice of that business activity to make or keep

the memorandum, report, record, or• data compilation, all as

[shown] proven by [the testimony of] the custodian or"other

qualified [witness] person, unless the source of information or

the method or circumstances of preparation indicate lack of

trustworthiness. "Business" as used in -this paragraph includes

any and every kind of regular organized activity whether

conducted for profit or note.

Comment: This provision rejects the doctrine of Loper v.

Andrews, 404 S.W. 2d 300, 305 (Tex. 1966), which required that an

entry of a medical opinioh or diagnosis meet a test of

"reasonable medical certainty."

Reporter's note: The changes made in lines 3-6 are to cover the

situation where the business does not create the writing but,

having received it from others, retains it, thus utilizing the

received writing as a part of its records.

The alterations in lines 8-9 are better to conform to,

comply with, or accomodate the procedure when the record is

authenticated not by testiniony but by the 902(10) affidavit.

Rule 804. Hearsay Exceptions: Declarant Unavailable.

(a) . . .

(b) Hearsay exceptions. The following are not excluded if the

declarant is unavailable as a witness--
r



Reporter's Note:

"I have a proposal that I would likR to submit for the

Committee's consideration. As I pointed out at the end of the

meeting last year there seems to be a conflict between Rule

801(e)(3), which provides as "not hearsay . . . a deposition

taken and offered in accordance with the Texas Rules of Civil

Procedure" and Rule .804(b) (1) which provides as an exception to

the hearsay rule "a deposition taken in the course of the

same . . . proceeding . . ."

It is my impression that the intent of the Committee in

reconatending these rules was that depositions taken in the same

proceeding would be nonhearsay and that depositions taken in

another proceeding would be adRlitted as an exception to the

hearsay rule under the limitations- of the "former testinLony"

exception in 864(b)(1). This intention is consistent with the

Texas Rules of Civil Procedure which, unlike the Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure, allow the free use of depositions taken in the

same proceeding.

I therefore propose that Rule 801(e) (3) be changed to read

as follows: _

"(3) Depositions. It is a deposition taken in the

same proceeding and offered in accordance with the Texas

Rules of Civil Procedure."

.

F
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"(1) Former testimony. Testimony given as a witness

at another hearing of the same or a different proceeding, or

in a deposition taken in the course of [the same or] another

proceeding, if the party against whom the testimony is now

offered, or a person with a similar intLt^rest,, had an

opportunity and similar motive to develop the testimony by

direct, cross, or redirect examination."

Rule 902. Self-Authentication.

Extrinsic evidence of authenticity as a condition precedent to

admissibility is not required with respect to the following:

a. . . .
b.



SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED before me on the day of , 19

[

Notary Public in and for

My commission expires:

County, Texas.

Notary Public, State of Texas

Notary's printed name:

Reporter's Note: The notary's jurat formwe presently have in

the Rules is obsolete. Antendments to TEX.REV.CIV.STAT.ANN. arts.

5949(1), 5954 and 5960, (Vernon Supp 1985), give notaries

statewide jurisdiction, direct that the notary print or stamp his

name and the expiration date of his commission, and that the seal

carry the words "Notary Public, State of Texas," without mention

of the county.

Rule 1007. Testimony or Written [Permission] Admission of Party.

Contents of writings, recordings, or photographs may be

proved by the testimony or deposition of the party against whom

offered or by his written admission, without accounting for the

nonproduction of the original.

Reporter's Note: Texas rule 1007 was copied from Federal 1607.

The title to Federal 1007 _is: "Testimony or Written Admission of

Party." The title recor<<mended by the State Bar Liaison Committee

to the Supreme Court was: "Testimony or Written Admission of

Party." The rule relates to "admissions" and not to

"pezmissions." One suspects that the change to "Permission" was

a typographical error somewhere along the line. It should be

_corrected.

j Q Item. CoMMittee's attitude, policy, or approach to: (a) pending

( legislation, e.g., a proposal by Senator Parmer; (b) proposing

legislation; (c) opposing legislation.

Z ^. Item. Should the Corttntittee advise President-Elect Smith

respecting a State Bar conmLittee on criminal rules of evidence,

or respecting enlargement of our Committee and adding

responsibility for criminal rules of evidence? If so, what

advice?

^_ ( Item. Other business.

.



A judge should disqualify himself+in a proceeding where:

(a) he served as a lawyer in the matter in controversy, or

a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served during such

association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge or

such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(b) he knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or

his spouse or minor child residing in his household, has a

financial interest in the subject matter in controversy or in a

party to the proceeding, or any other interest that could be

substantially affected by the outcome of the proceeding.

RECUSAL

A judge should recuse himself in a proceeding in which his

impartiality might reasonably be questioned, including but not

limited to, instances where he has a personal bias or prejudice

concerning a party, or personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary

facts concerning the proceeding.

* This suggestion resulted from discussions between Luke

Soules and Justice Kilgarend.



April 23, 1985

Mr. Tom B.' Ramey, Jr.

P. 0. Box 8012

Tyler, Texas 75711

RE: Adoption of F.R.A.P. 10

and F.R.A.P.11 in Texas

Dear Tom:

GARY BUSHELL

OF COUNSEL

I have followed with interest the efforts to curb

litigation costs and delay. Today I am responding to your
invitation to submit suggestions that may aid in solving

these problems.

The adoption of rules similar to F.R.A.P.10 and
F.R.A.P.11 (copies enclosed) would save countless hours and
dollars in those very common situations where court
reporters fail to transcribe the statement of facts for

timely filing in an appeal.

The federal system recognizes that courts-not
lawyers--control court reporters. Clients there no longer
pay for lawyer time expended in interviewing court
reporters, preparing affidavits and filing motions for
extension.

I have been forced to file as many as five motions for

extension in one state case. I have had appellate courts

invite writs of mandamus. The client could not understand

the reason for the expense nor the delay, much less the

uncertainty of an extension.

I am taking the liberty of sharing these thoughts not

only with you as President of the State Bar of Texas, but as

well with some members of the Committee on Proposed Uniform

Rules of Appellate Procedure.



Mr. Tom B. Ramey, Jr.

23, 1985

2

They are proposals that would seem appropriate for

civil rules to be promulgated by the Supreme Court

regardless of what the legislature may do with the criminal

rules.

Cordially,

F. W. Baker

FWB:bv

6FWBaak

cc: Hon. Clarence A. Guittard

Hon. Sam Houston Clinton

Hon. James Wallace

Hon. Shirley Butts -

Mr. Hubert Green

Mr. Luke Soules

Mr. Ed Coultas
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